Every high school student wants a yearbook that commemorates all of the great times shared, particularly seniors remembering their graduation-year. This year's Rampant staff will "Take Note" of all the fun and traditions that a year at Cherry Hill High School West promises for its students. Enjoy!
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June 18th, 2009 marked the end of another 182-day school session at Cherry Hill High School West. Bookbags cast aside and smiles on their faces, West students left the building for a summer that promised to be fun-filled and sunburned.

Sleeping late, going to the shore, and time to relax are all of the things that make summer a favorite season for West students. For some, summer is the time to begin summer reading, venture to vacation destinations, and embark on road trips with friends. Some students travel abroad, others go to summer camp, and juniors and seniors visit colleges. For others, summer means lounging by the pool, soaking up the rays, or vegging out on the couch. For all West students summer is a time for rejuvenation and tomfoolery before September returns.

Stephen Shimchick and Sandy Huynh make summer time merriment as they enjoy a day at the beach together.

Left: Julie Hang and Nick Petroski lounge after a fun swim at Julie’s Sweet Sixteen Pool Party.
Summer is a time for excitement, adventure and regrouping from the previous school year.

-Michael Giampetro

Above: Rebecca MacLeon and Molly Rowland revisit their childhood by sitting on the merry-go-round.

Above: Jen Sinacori, Kelly Sinacori, Ilana Zablin, Chrissey Onorato, Alyssa Smith, and Samantha Farkas at the premiere of Harry Potter: The Half Blood Prince

**What is your favorite thing about summer vacation?**

I like Summer the most because I get to experience going to places I've never been before for a few days, since I have a break from school work.

-Christine Yamang

I like to spend my vacations with my friends and family. I go over memories and create new ones.

-Shanta Davis

I spent most of summer at the Cherry Valley swim club, and at football.

-Jimmy Verzicco
Traveling Cross Continent
Seven brave souls hop aboard...

On June 19th 2009, after finals were all said and done, four rising seniors and three rising juniors boarded a flight from Newark to Madrid. The girls had gone through Spain 101 with Mr. Yanover and Mr. DeFaria and felt well prepared for the three week-long exchange they were about to plunge into. Mr. Yanover and Mr. DeFaria had arranged an exchange program with El Instituo Leonardo da Vinci in a town named Majadahonda, located roughly 15 minutes outside of Madrid. In Majadahonda, the seven West students were able to roam the cities, experience Spanish culture, and take advantage of the month long summer gangas, or bargains that Spain has only once a year. The trip not only challenged the girls culturally, but also linguistically. It was wonderful preparation for college, especially considering that many of the girls had never left the country before! In September, the Spaniards came to Cherry Hill West to experience American life. The exchange caused friendships to blossom within the Cherry Hill West community and created new friendships that span the globe.
"I've wanted to go to Spain for as long as I can remember. When I finally got there, it was better than I could have ever imagined."

-Sam Farkas

Cherry Hill West Heads to Spain

Landing in Spain...

After an eight hour flight filled with discussion of last minute details and final preparations Danielle Watson, Sam Farkas, Jill Pacheco, Brittany Moore, Marissa Hart, Caitlin Sadler, Emily Weston, Mr. de Furia and Mr. Yanover landed in Spain. Stepping off the plane was overwhelming. The girls were bombarded with foreign words for the first time. Yet, despite their nervousness, the girls were eager and ready to explore Spain.
September 8th, 2009 marked the beginning of a new school year for Cherry Hill West students. Following the newest fashions, students of all ages returned (or entered for the first time) the hallways of West, some smiling and others wishing they were back at home, wasting away another summer day.

Swinging their hips like yeah, Jan Coyle and Ben Macklinger show off their new kicks.

"The first day of school is always filled with so many emotions. You feel excited and anxious to find out which friends are in your class, but your also afraid to find out what your teachers are like and a chance to give your first impressions."

-Chris Duma

"The first day of school always smells weird to me. I always forget what school smells like. Everyone has new clothes, bookbags, and shoes, and they're always trying to impress each other but are happily reuniting after a long summer apart."

-Marilyn Bartusis
Come September, students are engrossed in back-to-school tradition. Getting reacquainted with new friends, meeting new teachers, and finding new walking patterns is exhausting. The hallways are filled with nervous excitement, as students anticipate classes full of course expectations and getting to know you activities. Students look forward to their lunch and free periods where they get a chance to reminisce about their summers. All day long students can be heard asking one another what to expect from the classes they will be working through all year long. After a long first day, for some students, it seems as if the 2:30 bell will never come.
The leaves are changing, practice runs until sunset, the time for shorts and

In Autumn when the trees are brown, the little leaves come tumbling down. They do not make the slightest sound, but lie so quietly on the ground until the wind comes puffing by and blows them off towards the sky.

- Original poem by David Hinshillwood

**Fall Friends**

*What we love about Fall*

"In the Fall the weather is perfect, the leaves are falling, the temperature is cool and breezy."
- Justin Serabo

"I love fall because I get to dress up in ridiculous costumes with my friends!"
- Brittany Moore

"Thanksgiving is my favorite holiday because I love rolling out of the dining room with a full stomach!"
- Kerwing Hy

"Gobble, Gobble, Gobble."
- Mrs. Mitsideri
tanktops have passed; this is life at West in the FALL.

Robert Segrest plays the alto saxophone during the homecoming game to pep up the crowd.

In the Fall, as the leaves begin to change colors, the students too begin to change; they leave their lackadaisical Summer-time mode, and begin to focus on their studies. Autumn is a time to rekindle the academic spirit in the hearts of West students. It means waking up early, brisk walks to school, and homework for the first time in months. At West in the fall, there are so many great things to see and take-part in—football games that rival those of the professionals and a fall show that could be on Broadway. Fall is full of festive fun! Both the ghosts and ghouls of Halloween and the face-stuffing of Thanksgiving commence in the fall, as well as the fretful first day of school. With all of this activity, Fall proves to be a lively season for students returning to West.
FOOTBALL

Right: Ray Bailey successfully receives the ball, gaining the first down.

Below: Three seniors, Evan Eichhorn, Richard Hafeez, and Mike Williams celebrate after a game tying touchdown.

"My most memorable team bonding experience was after the Thanksgiving Day shut out game against East. After the game, as seniors, we had the chance to really let the experience sink in. For the past four years we've spent playing football, and our last game, we win!"
-Kyle Hughes

"My favorite thing to do during the fall was go the football games, and cheer on our players!"
-Olivia Khoury

"Run this Town" by Jay-Z is a song that always reminds James Arroliga of his final year on the football team.

This year's football season was a big step for the program at Cherry Hill West. We accomplished many things that we have not in the past decade. Together we managed to squeeze out a 5-5 season. Almost all of our games were close wins or losses. For being a smaller program, we did well. It is hard to compete with the top ranked schools in South Jersey, but we managed to hold our own. We beat a team ranked in the Top 5 in Pennsylvania. It was a big victory for us! That was our best game of the season. It really proved that even though we were a smaller program, we had full potential to go far this season.

Our biggest success this year was in our execution. We executed what we needed to be successful. We stuck to the basics and grounded it out on offense. Our defense held its own and kept us in big games. The biggest factors in this year's season was our senior leadership and dedication. We go out six out of the seven days in the week. Each day we devote ourselves to the sport. Coach Srebro always says, "You get better or worse each day." Our goal was to get better each day. We faced a lot of adversity this year with injuries and bad weather conditions. However, we worked to have kids step up when they were needed. The most interesting fact is that we were undefeated at home this year, 4-0. I look back on this season and I say to myself, "This is the way I wanted to go out." We made a part of school history by having a 500 record record and for me this year was a great deal of fun. Our seniors have been in the program for four years and this is what we have worked for. Success! We achieved it this year as a team and as a program.

-Kyle Hughes
"Coach Scehbo always says, 'You either get better or worse, you never stay the same.'"

- West Football

What lessons have you learned from your coaches that will stay with you throughout your life?
Marissa Hart nervously watches the final moments of the very close game.
CHEERLEADING

Left: Danielle Iannetta holds her head high with a smile on her face in between cheers.

Above: During the Homecoming Pep Rally, the cheerleaders perform for the school, showing off their competition-winning routine.

This year has been one of the most successful years for the West Cheerleaders. Besides being a solid team on the sidelines, we've proven ourselves to be a fierce competitor on the competition mat. After much hard work, determination and perseverance, our team has had the best season. We came out with three first place and grand championships which is the strongest record in cheerleading history. We have beaten top teams from other high schools that have always been at the top such as Cherokee, Shawnee and Neshaminy.

As a senior, I couldn't be any happier. Our team has grown so close, and we have worked together to prove ourselves on the floor. We couldn't have achieved any of this without our coach, Miss Smith. She has pushed us to do everything "One more time" even when we didn't know it was possible. I am so proud of you girls and Tyler. This season for West Cheerleading has been unforgettable.

- Marissa Hart

Above: The cheerleaders cheered like they've never before during the Homecoming Pep Rally.
Each year the West Marching Band puts on a spectacular show both on the field and in the stands at West football games. This year the band's show was based on the movie, "THE BLUES BROTHERS" and featured up-tempo rock and roll compositions from the movie. It was a presentation to enthrall all ages and backgrounds! Eric Rizzo on trumpet and Dennis Palma on drums were the featured soloists. Led by senior Christina Montini, the color guard added pizzazz and color to the show. Their performances are ones to be remembered.
Gabrielle Martin always enjoys marching band performances.

Left: Emily Levine brings excitement to the band as she plays the trombone.

Below: Jennifer Simacori demonstrates pure talent while playing the flute.

Marching Band & Color Guard

Dennis Palma shows off his percussion prowess.
"When my days get boring I will have the game to play, but when I grow old and the game seems to be at its end for me, the memories of these ladies and being on the team will always be there for remembrance."

-Alaina Caruso

As the only senior on the Varsity team, I was really proud of our season and the job of our new head Coach, Miss Wallace. She stepped in, took control, and all the girls really responded to her! We may not have had the record that shows a winning season, but the final scores don't show the 40 all sixes that most girls had. We did well as a team, even if the scores don't show it. As Coach has said all season, "This is a rebuilding year," and I know that next year West will come out and dominate. With almost a full roster of seniors returning, there is no stopping these girls. I had the greatest time with these girls, and I will never forget them!

-Emily Westman

We are not only a tennis team but a tennis family, where team bonding became a hobby and the game was true to our hearts. Tennis is a life long game for me and these girls will always be a part of the experience that I had being on the team. Never will I forget them and the great times that we all had together.

-Alaina Caruso
"I really love getting to bond with my teammates by going to matches and tournaments. Even though we play on different courts, we all have the same goal of doing our best."

Rachel Genovese

What is your favorite part of the Tennis season?

Varsity
Emily Weston, Bansali Desai, Jillian Pacheco, Laura Grabowski, Kendace Chambers, Kim Nguyen, Rachel Genovese, Coach Wallace, Monika Goodman

"It's not necessarily the amount of time you spend practicing; it's what you put into the practice."

- Coach Wallace

Junior Varsity
First Row: Olivia Kaeo, Bami Zalhin, Wendy Cheng, Patricia Sitnikul
Second Row: Carin Yumang, Chirayi Gosweno, Inez Montgomery, Leanne Caspe, Maggie Nguyen, Nancy Le
Third Row: Coach Romello, Kaitlyn Styles, Katelyn Berkes, Alexa Santangelo, Dezirae Green, Andrea Horn, Eve Salzberg, Kelsey Brake
"I love playing volleyball because it's so competitive, and you need to be able to work perfectly with your five other teammates. West volleyball had a team that grew together in talent and resulted in a close group at the end of four years, and that will be something I miss."

Mandy Noble

Why do you play volleyball?

Varsity
First Row: Lisa Kostelecki, Ariel Pappas, Sawyer Thomas
Second Row: Denise Tseng, Brianna Pyle, Matta Haux, Carrie Noble
Third Row: Coach Guest, Danae Keyes, Mandy Noble, Danielle Calogero, Chelsea Schmoezon, Azulia McIntyre, Coach Nop, Coach Naumann

Junior Varsity
First Row: Ariel Pappas
Second Row: Coach Guest, Lisa Kostelecki, Tori Powers, Morgan Pyle, Abby Cicchino, Sawyer Thomas
Third Row: Hannah Bender, Brianna Rinaldi, Steph Emerc, Dao Tran, Kathryn Horvath, Emma Scott, Coach Naumann, Danae Keyes

SENIORS

Chelsea Schmoezon
Danielle Calogero
Denise Tseng
Amanda Nolte
Brianna Pyle
Anahi McIntyre

Above: The girls pep each other up for a wonderful win. The team record for the '09-'10 school year was a 20-6. This is the 1st 20 win season in team history!
**Girls Volleyball**

Left: Lisa Kostelecki places herself beneath the ball in order to ensure contact.

Below: Denise Tsang sets up Chelsea Schmotzer to make sure to get the ball over the net.

Above: Seniors Danielle Calogero, Amanda Nolte, Anahi McIntyre, Chelsea Schnotzer, Brianna Pyle, and Denise Tsang get together for their last group picture as members of the West volleyball team.

Above: Demonstrating how a lot of practice pays off, Denise Tsang and Sawyer Thomas get under the ball efficiently.
"I liked playing with my teammates everyday. We lost a lot of seniors from the year before but we still continued the tradition of winning for West Soccer! High School soccer was the most fun I had these past four years."

- Connor Widerman

What makes your sport special?

Vanclty
First Row: Andrew Ricketti, Andrew Rinaldi
Second Row: Rory Watkins, Connor Widerman, Eric Schuetzle, Ramadan Bayyan, Jake Bond, Evan Taylor, Hangest Bajic, Chris Altieri, Kevin Ryan
Third Row: Coach Butler, Vincent Carbone, David Perrotto, Charlie Wilmer, Trevor Sharpe, Jason Pools, Andrew Schmutzter, Steve Washuck, Connor Quigley, Luan Maria
Not Pictured: Brian Scheidemann

Freshman
First row: David Pyle, Timothy DeCoursey, Christian Renard, James Meadows
Second row: Michael Juan, Ray Horner, Matt Semola, Kevin Mullarkey, Ryan Patton, Carmine Scirocco, Ryan Lee
Third Row: Marc Robinson, Sean Mullarkey, Kevin Schmalbach, Pietro Cencello, Dan Walsh, Connor McFadden, Chris Blandy, Garrett Quigley, Alex Nieves, Coach Semur

SENIORS

Eric Schuetzle  Andrew Rinaldi  Luan Maria  Connor Widerman  Vincent Carbone  Trevor Sharpe  Jake Bond  Steve Washuck
This year has been a great experience, and we had an outstanding time on and off the field. As a team, we were very successful. We advanced to the second round in the Coach's Cup tournament, but were defeated by the team that went on to win the tournament. We also advanced to the semi-finals in the state tournament and again lost to the eventual champs. We had a great team this year, and it was a fun three years. After my freshman year, the varsity program took a huge turn. The three years after that we had an overall record of 47-12-3 with two Olympic Conference titles. I was glad to be a part of a huge turn around for the soccer program at West, and I hope the winning ways will continue throughout the years.

-Trevor Sharpe
"The 2009 Fall soccer season was Coach Garitty’s last season as head coach of the West Girls Varsity Soccer team. She has dedicated ten years to this program and will be greatly missed in years to come."

Alyssa Borgesi

Above: Lauren Quinn steals the ball from her opponent.

Right: Sheray Anthony beats out the girl as she runs down the field.

"West soccer has been a huge part of my life for four years, and I had a great senior year with all of my teammates." - Kendra Griffith
"I take so many cherishable memories and valuable lessons with me from West Soccer. Through the ups and downs throughout the seasons, I have learned that perseverance and hard work applies to everything I do in my life. I've molded so many friendships that I'll hold onto forever, never forgetting my teammates or coaches. Although being a senior was heartbreaking, I have learned more from this team that I ever expected."

-Jenn Stone
FIELD HOCKEY

Right: Kayla Bruhn takes control of the ball.

Below: Liz Godorov fights for the ball.

Above: Taylor Klevenz is determined to push the ball upfield, away from her own goal.
"Our team gets along no matter what happens on or off the field."
Grace Macdonald

What makes your sport special?

Above: The defense sprints out of the goal, protecting what is rightfully theirs.

Back Row: Coach Schwartz, Katie Bening, Michelle Elman, Casey Diaz, Liz Godover, Natalie Hughes, Raleigh Keen, Steph Cartagena, Coach Brunswick
Middle Row: Jess Bardell, Monica Versace, Caroline Dandridge, Katie Lass, Nicole McDaniel-Baker, Grace MacDonald, Gabby Lakemick
Front Row: Managers Samantha Koziol and Leanne Arment, Toni Di Amato, Teresa Bateck, Kayla Bruno, Manager Bridget Haiman

SENIORS

Nicole McDaniel-Baker Gabby Lakemick
Did your team meet their expectations this year?

"This year, we set our expectations and exceeded them. We started the year as an unranked team. Our team was not favored for states, yet we qualified into sectionals and made it to states. We came out ranked 14th in Group III."

_Duy Vu_

Clara Woods passes her competition in a race to the finish line.

_Eric Werner can pose for a photo while setting a new PR._

Above: Juan Medina pushes through the pain of a hurt knee to keep the lead in his race.

Right: Ray Dama and Duy Vu put forth all their effort to surpass the competition.

_SENIORS_

Front: Peter Skrymlin, TJ Dragani, Andrew Economou, Jeff Reznick, Drew Beeswick, Tony Kaang, Alfredo Del Toro Gonzalez, Steven DeAngelis

Second Row: Tim Bulavage, Eric Werner, Juan Medina, Duy Vu, Chris Leish, Ray Dama, Joseph Seekman, Weston Uran, Mitchell Berlin

Third Row: Sam MacLenn, Max Matte, Brett Van Dyke, Edgar Aliffro, Alex Fabian, Tim Ryan, Mike Shockey

Fourth Row: Coach Miliardi, Mui Nguyen, Dan Rickett, Jason Bonner, Thomas Bulavage, Donnell Gee, Alex Hayes, Ian Coyle, Brian Dooney, Coach Madison
Front Row: Clara Woods, Chelsea Feast, Carolyn Holloway, Abby Pagano, Allisa Peterson
Back Row: Lynn Juan, Nicolette Graham, Georgeanne Siller, Rachel Walsh, Becky MacLean, Coach O' Donnell

Schedule
- Timber Creek
- Takan
- Scienta
- Westview
- Cherry Hill East
- Mattiace

Cross Country
Ghosts and Ghouls run rampant in the halls, as teachers recount spooky stories...

Spooky Spirits & Shastly Soblins

Best Halloween Costume

"Jen Rivard always seems to outdo herself with her costumes, but her gnome costume was most awesome."
- Molly North

"Molly North was sinfully delicious in her grape costume."
- Brian Girer

"Bridget Hanna's rendition of pop diva Britney Spears was perhaps the most memorable costume I've ever seen. It made me laugh."
- David Hinchliffwood

"I always go all-out for Halloween, but this year I really outdid myself with my Thomas Jefferson impersonation."
- Sam Farkas
be prepared for the candy and cavities accompanying Halloween at West!

Rachel Senovese and Samantha Farkas rekindle the American Revolutionary spirit as they don their Seventeenth Century presidential attire.

Ghosts and Ghouls Galore! Halloween at West promises to be special for all students as they suit up in their most creative costumes and sport their spooky spirit. Teachers throughout the building bring in candy for their students to sample as they anxiously await the night when they get to go out and bang on doors, demanding sweet treats.
Cherry Hill West captures the essence of a favorite classic in its fall production of *A Christmas Story*. Directed by Danielle Korte, a West alumni, the play follows Ralph's (Garner Butler) narration as he describes the events surrounding his most cherished Christmas memory. Jayson Madara plays Ralphie, who desperately wants an official Red Ryder BB gun. However, his compassionate mother (Emily Cooper) warns that he'll, "shoot his eye out." His father, played by Anthony Crosby, is obsessed with a tacky lamp he won in a contest, as well as the Christmas turkey. The story builds into a chaotic and hilarious show appropriate for all ages.
Below: Jayson Madara has a vision of what it would be like if he did get the BB gun that he wants for Christmas.

Left: Anthony Crosby, after being barked at by dogs outside, brings in the mail.

Below: Christy Nieves shows compassion for Dan Wolf after his tongue has been stuck to the frozen pole.
The Children's Show marks the beginning of the many theatrical performances that occur during the school year. This show provides a unique opportunity for children in the district to experience some of West's talent in theater. The 2009 performance titled *Excalibur: The Story of Young King Arthur* was narrated by Merlin, who explains to the audience how young Arthur grows up to become King. Raised by Sir Hector, growing up with two other children, Arthur believes he is a normal boy. An evil witch and her minions plot to use Arthur to rule the land. However, their scheme is ruined when Arthur victoriously pulls the sword from the stone and becomes King, despite their efforts to thwart him.
Fight! Fight! Fight!
Nick Petroski and Nate Gross battle using menacing-looking sticks.

Confrontation
Jordan Friedman and Yamielle Pabon confront each other about Arthur.

Can It Be Done?
Jessica Matezak, Nick Petroski, Nate Gross, Anthony Crosby, and Alex Foxwell question if the sword is able to be pulled out of the stone.

Reassurance
Anthony Crosby kindly reassures Nick Petroski.
With Thanksgiving break on the horizon, the West student body gathered to be entertained and to entertain one another during the annual Homecoming pep rally. Screams resonated from all four sides of the West gym to mark the first pep rally of the year. The Jones Gymnasium was packed with the entire student body of Cherry Hill High School West, as well as faculty and alumnae. They cheered on the cheerleaders, indulged in the beloved pie-eating contest, pumped up the football players for victory, and watched as a diverse group of girls came together to compete for the title of homecoming queen. This year’s senior class nominated Angelica Anas, Faith Holroyd, Molly North, Antoinette Pineda and Morgan Wallace to represent the 2009 Homecoming Court. After the electrifying performance from the combined cheerleading and dance teams, several nominees scampered off, breathless and pumped. Dan Topf rallied the masses while the girls changed into their glittering gowns. In the end, Antoinette Pineda was crowned Homecoming Queen, and every student left brimming with enthusiasm. The pep rally was fun for all who attended, but most importantly, this year’s pep rally brought West students together to show their spirit and support their Lions!
"They’ve ran their cars across our practice field and mocked our team. Now, it’s time to take home the boot!"

-Dan Topf

Above Left: Antonette Pineda is crowned as the 2009 Homecoming Queen.

Above Right: The homecoming court poses for a photo with the homecoming queen.

Left: Mr. Drury and Ms. Schwartz keep time for the pie eating contest.

Right: Jason Nop leads the school in singing the alma mater.
It's the biggest game of the year, the one that everyone looks forward to—homecoming.

West defeats East in Homecoming Game!!!

Rivalry - two people who are competing for the same object or goal; a competitor.

Synonyms: West v. East

Thoughts on Homecoming '09

"It was the hardwork in the second half of the game that eventually led to their victory. It was a great effort."
Amanda Lapinski

"The football players played a truly inspiring game."
David Hinchliffwood

"These boys are truly dedicated to the program, and watching them pull off the victory was an astounding feat."
Coach Seerbo

"Sometimes, the best part of the Homecoming game is just being able to hang out and cheer with your friends."
Christine Arnold
November 26th 2009, Thanksgiving Day West vs. East at home... Victory for the Lions.

"It's easy to compile a group of kids and call them a team, it's a different matter entirely to have a team and be able to call them family."

Anonymous

Both Cherry Hill High School West and Cherry Hill High School East took the field for a full-fledged battle of the football teams - a rivalry that dates back many decades. On a muddy Thanksgiving Thursday, the team, led by co-captains Dan Topf and Josh Martinez, stormed the field with a take-no-prisoners attitude and a flaming desire to win. It was a day with competition in the air and football in our hearts. The marching band played loud and proud as the cheerleaders cheered loudly from the sidelines, all contributing to the opportune game-day for Cherry Hill West. In the end, West won with a score of 14-0, truly slaughtering the competition, sending them back to the East side with a West side beating they won't soon forget.
WINTER
Winter Student Life
Brr, it's cold outside, but the fire's warm.

"There's that good feeling you get from sleeping in (when it's cold out) and waking up to hot chocolate. Snow days are also very enjoyable."

- Senior Student

Sitting in class, tapping a pen on the desk while trying to find the words for your English paper, you look out the window and see a blustery wind cloud pumping out pure white snow. It coats the ground and makes you smile: it is winter! Winter activities can be some of the best: drinking hot cocoa by the fire, sledding down hills with the wind in your hair, or just admiring the winter landscape. For a student, Winter is often a balancing act; it is the time in the school year when teachers raise the bar and challenge students to achieve at the highest level. During winter time, the second marking period is in full swing, essays are due, and life is rife with responsibility. All the while, students are yearning for winter break— the wonderful 12-day period where students have time to enjoy their families as well as the beauties of the season.

Oh the weather outside is frightful...
What do you like the best about winter?

"Snow of course!"
- Matt Kitchenman

"Yes, it seems Old Man Winter paid us a visit late last night, and he brought not with him a pillow or a sheet, but a blanket....a blanket of snow!"
- Spongebob, The Snowball Effect

Winter Storm of '09- Cherry Hill hadn't witnessed a fierce snow storm since '96. The snow itself plowed the entire district into an inevitable snow day (12/21). It was an exhilarating moment as the 20 inches of the white powder devoured everything. Despite the need for 15 shirts, 4 jackets, and one scarf, Old Man Winter's visit proved to be fortuitous for all.
Spirit Week 2010: January 15th to January 21st

A tribute to Mr. Romello, who has spent many Spirit Weeks with the West Community. We'll miss him!

What do you like about SW?

"Spirit Week is a great and fun week for grade levels to come together and have a blast even if they have nothing in common."
-Anonymous, 10th Grade

"Spirit Week was amazing because everyone was enthusiastic and really excited."
-Cass Achanzar, 9th Grade

"Spirit Week is about classes coming together seeing people from each area - athletes, döppians, and musicans, work together pushing for their class. It's exciting to see."
-Jason Nog, 12th Grade

"Spirit Week was a week of getting together with others and showing a distinct bond of courage and spirit. Most of all was the amount of fun we had!"
-Eylan Evans, 11th Grade

Spirit Week - a week of lasting memories, amazing fun, and burrito digestion, is a time for Cherry Hill High School West where all the classes from the lowly Freshman to the "top of the totem pole" seniors get together and share an amazing experience. This year, Spirit Week took on the theme of music genres - each class taking on a different one. There was a hectic change of events this year since Spirit Week took place right after Winter Break instead of its normal March time slot. Nonetheless, classes hurriedly got their vocal, dancing, and visual acts together for an all out competition. The outcome was one for the yearbooks! A landslide senior victory, followed in order by the Juniors, Sophomores, and Freshman. Both the murals and the lip syncs showed just how much time and effort the class governments put into Spirit Week this year. This tradition is certainly one that is important to West and its school spirit. The camaraderie and relationships built during this week are memories that students take with them long beyond their time here at West.
"For all four years I've gone to West, Spirit Week has always meant the same thing: fun, competition, and school wide memories. As I go off to college I'll never forget these times. They're some of the best and they really unite the school. I wish every week was Spirit Week!"

-Anonymous Senior
"Life's most persistent and urgent question is, "What are you doing for others?"

- Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

On Monday, January 18, 2010, honoring Dr. Martín Luther King Jr., the Cherry Hill West Educational Community participated in the MLK Day of Service for the first time. Rather than just being off from school for the day, more than 80 students, staff, and community members participated in a variety of activities on the West Campus including: painting the Walsh Gym locker rooms, making sandwiches for Cathedral Kitchen in Camden, and making cards for Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia and overseas service men.

This was truly a community effort as local businesses made donations of food and materials. It was a very positive experience that culminated with a screening of Dr. King’s I Have A Dream speech from the March on Washington. This inspiring day will become an annual event for the school community.
An individual has not started living until he can rise above the narrow confines of his individualistic concerns to the broader concerns of all humanity.

~Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

"What do you do for others?"

"I volunteer at the Cherry Hill library and I rake leaves for older residents in Cherry Hill."

-Patricia Sittikul '13

"I participate in the American Cancer Society's Relay for Life."

-Brijal Kakrecha '10

"I teach dance workshops at an elementary school in Camden."

-Breanna Brown '12
What was the best part of the senior trip?

"The Blue Man Group was the best thing I've ever seen in my whole entire life."
- Kimy Wright

"Spending time with all of my friends!"
- Andrew Malik

"Spending time with my friends and taking pictures for a lifetime of memories!!"
- Meghan Schmidt

"Going to Universal Studios with my friends and wearing the awesome balloon hat made at Margaritaville!"
- Dana Damirjian
Members of the Class of 2010 got off on an early start to the Philadelphia Airport on March 3rd for the beginning of the annual Senior Trip to Florida. While the famous Florida sunshine was a welcome change from the gray skies left behind in New Jersey, the temperature was definitely a reminder of home. The cool mornings and crisp evenings did not deter anyone from having a great time on the rides throughout the Disney Parks and at Universal Studios. Mickey and his friends were definitely ready for the arrival of the senior class. The Blue Man Group put on an amazing show on Thursday evening and they even ‘left their mark’ on many members of the class. The laughter and fun from memories made will stay with the group forever.
“Far better is it to dare mighty things, to win glorious triumphs, even though checked by failure...than to rank with those poor spirits who neither enjoy much nor suffer much, because they live in a gray twilight that knows not victory nor defeat.”

Teddy Roosevelt

What famous quote best describes the spirit of this team?

This year's Winter Track season was marked by improvement and commendable effort. Many newcomers joined the team and competed with enthusiasm and gusto. Along with the returning upperclassmen they have established a solid foundation to build upon for years to come. The coaches would like to thank all of the student-athletes who competed so valiantly this past winter.

-Coach Bova

SENIORS
"We have a great bunch of outside shooters. Unfortunately, all our games are played indoors."

I liked how throughout our season the progress was clearly seen by both the players and the coaches. We learned to work together extremely well and make some of our goals happen, such as going to the playoffs. I enjoyed this season mostly because everyone showcased themselves to their true abilities as athletes and as basketball players.

Katy Bender
"Teamwork makes a dream work."

Coach Butler and the Girls' Basketball Team

What have you told your athletes to keep them motivated?

Front Row: Taylor Klevenz, Hannah Bender, Stephanie Carfagno, Lisa Kosteleski, Lauren Anderson
Back Row: Lauren Quinn, Katy Bender, Coach Butler, Lee Ann Still, Kendra Griffith

Front Row: Stephanie Carfagno, Bridget Hicks, Shelby King, Lauren Anderson
Back Row: Katie Williams, Hannah Bender, Hannah Franke, Stephanie Emore, Kellie Brining

SENIORS

Lauren Quinn, Katy Bender, Lee Ann Still, Kendra Griffith
Boys Basketball

Front Row: Ray Horner, Mike Faust, Santigo Exconde, Dave Truscott
Middle Row: Will Young, Brad Machinski, Sean Bivins, Kevin Mullarkey, Epifanio Olante
Back Row: Kevin McLaughlin, Sean Mullarkey, Ryan Lee, Andy Provoku, Marcus Sumpter, Miguel Royal, Greg Stablosky

I've been a part of CHW varsity basketball for the past four years. We are all like brothers; we've been with each other more than with our own families. We all have worked so hard and gave it our best. This past year has a disappointment, but we are still proud of what we did. Personally I couldn't believe it when the final buzzer sounded. I actually cried because it was over; that's how important West Basketball was to me and the rest of the team. I will be a Lion for the rest of my life and I am proud of that! We had a lot of fun, even though we got yelled at a lot. I have learned more about life playing here than I could anywhere else.

-Chris Gebhart
"The lessons I have learned on the basketball court could not have been taught in a classroom. The world is one big competition and nobody really cares about you."

Darryl Noble

What lessons have you learned playing basketball that you will take with you after high school?

Seniors
Front Row: Ra'd Moore, Mickel Orr, Darryl Noble
Back Row: Kyle Turco, Michael Williams, Chris Gebhart, Alex Stridick, Jonathan Smith

First Row: Derrick Ray, Marquis Goodman, Tom Hays, Darryl Noble
Second Row: Kyle Turco, Ra'd Moore, Mickel Orr, Jonathan Smith
Third Row: Terrell Williams, Alex Stridick, Chris Gebhart, Michael Williams

SENIORS
"Bowling is great. It doesn't matter if you do bad or good, your team always has your back."

Brittany Tapleni

What makes your sport special?

(Left to Right): Mr. Wolf, Jim LoCastro, Mike Zanghi, Mike Giampetro, Kyle Lapinski, Ray Britton

(Left to Right): Mr. Wolf, Kyle Haines, Tom Richards, Matt Giampetro, Matt Stacker, Steven Kovacs

SENIORS
The bowling team had a great season this year. Both the girls and the boys took Olympic Conference in the Liberty division. Senior, Mike Zonghi bowled a 800 series and took the top average in South Jersey. Congratulations team, it has been another great year of success and fun!

(Left to Right): Mr. Wolf, Jess Sherry, Alaina Caruso, Brittany Taglienti, Tori Berenato, Chelsea Burdick, Katie Lass
The Lady Lion swim team had a great season this past winter. The whole team went into this year with low expectations for the coming season after last year's graduating class of arguably the best swimmers the team has ever had. We were all greatly mistaken! We went into every single meet ready to swim fast and win. Everyone practiced very hard both at the Christian Street YMCA in Philadelphia or with a club team. Our efforts led to a regular season record of 9-0-1 and an overall record of 10-1-1. For a building year, having the only undefeated regular season record in the South Jersey League was a great accomplishment.

We were strong in our depth this year. Although there were good center lane swimmers, our outside lanes were crucial to some of our wins. Our motto this year, "flip the script," was taken to heart at all of our meets by our outside lane swimmers. Every girl did her part to support each other. This led to defeats against South Jersey powerhouses like Cherry Hill East and Haddonfield, and a tie with Bishop Eustace. The Lady Lions turned many surprised heads in our direction this year as we pushed each other through every meet. The team was so close and like a huge family because of the way we all came together for a common goal of winning. Looking back on this season, I am so proud of all of the girls on the team because I know that they sacrificed and tried their best for one another and I am thankful for our dedicated coaches, Mr. Sweeten, Sue, and Mr. Gust. Looking back on all four years as a Lady Lion swimmer, I am again proud. I am proud to have been part of such an amazing team for my time at Cherry Hill West! This season was a great end of a high school swim team career for Gabbi Emore, Tiffany Ramos and me as the only seniors on the team. In our hearts, we will always be Lady Lion swimmers!

- Allyson Mitidieri
"This team exceeded by far all of my expectations!"

Coach Sweeten

How would you describe your team?

Passion > Logic
...Flip the Script
"This isn't a math test."
-Girls swim team '10

Row One: Coach Sweeten, Dominique Ciampietro, Coach Gurst, Shannon Brown, Katie Schiedemann, Chelsea Errichetti, Rachel Walsh, Amy Stelmanski, Emily McDonald, Kira Sinighaus
Row Two: Coit, Rybak, Arezua Burgos, Tiffany Ramos, Lesley Encarnacion, Paula Encarnacion, Kayla Bruhn, Maggie Deering, Renee O'Donohue, Katelyn Mascott, Lynn Juan, Danielle Attiari, Abby DiVito, Amanda Montgomery, Olivia Kane
Row Three: Courtney Patterson, Lexi Reynolds, Carrie Howard, Lisa DiCicco, Kasey Thomas, Kathy McGinnis, Mickaylyn Cook, Melissa Malik, Melissa Mattinez
Row Four: Alyson Milidieri, Tyler Bishop, Liz Goddard, Gabby Emroc, Carolyn Holloway, Lindsey Rese

SENIORS

Alyson Milidieri  Tiffany Ramos  Gabrielle Emroc
Throughout the season we worked hard and kept our goal of making playoffs in mind. Seniors Andrew Malik and Rory Watkins worked hard every day by going to the Christian Street YMCA and practicing with West. Seniors Dan Lyndell, Trevor Reynolds and Bobby Waldner practiced hard while attending their various club practices. Chris Hillman, Bobby Krowicki and Max Gross also practiced at the Y but also helped out the team tremendously by scouting other teams and collecting times of other swimmers throughout the season, helping us defeat five competitive teams. This team, lead by the seniors, worked hard and accomplished what they set out to do at the beginning of the season. Both Coach Naumann and Coach Gurst are very proud of the Men’s Swimming Team this year.
I will miss the memories we've made both inside and outside the pool, especially the bus rides.

Boys Swim Team

Why will you miss swimming at West?

Left: Danny Lyndell gracefully swims toward the finish line, determined not to let down his fellow team mates.
Wrestling is one of those special sports that applies so many great techniques into not just an artform but a competition with a clear victor. A wrestler is someone with extreme physical prowess, a strategic way to approach problems, and a can-do attitude with a drive to succeed. Wrestling is the true demonstrator of an all-around talented athlete.
BACK ROW: Coach Zach Smerz, Mike Slavsky, James Copine, Larry Simon, Matt McKenna, Alex Nemerz, Zach Forninos, Coach John Smerz
FRONT ROW: Nick Moheli, Bill Bornman, Peter Kuhar, Max Robinson, Chris Buzzone

WRESTLING
"There are bruises on her knees, and sweat on her chest, she's strong because she knows she has to be the best, she shows no fear as she pushes through the pain, she knows it's a sport, it isn't just a game. She knows success is nothing someone will hand her, she is an artist, an athlete...a dancer."
- Quote submitted by Marijuala Maggio

Dance Team ends their performance with a bang

Marijula Maggio and Lexi Durkin

Row 1: Jillian Altimari, Breanna Brown, Domenica Di Eva, Elizabeth Hartkopf, Alannah Pousatis, Katherine Brown, Clarissa Janney, Helana Shokry
Row 2: Emily Pyle, Shannon Andris, Lauren DiDonato, D. Camille Noble, Marijula Maggio, Hope Ward, Mattison Rodgers, Angelica Benitez, Danielle Iannetta
Row 3: Alexis Weatherspoon, Antoinette Pineda, Sierra Harrell, Jaleen O'Leary, Shira Math, Julia Lames, Erica Ortega, Christina Miggialias
Row 4: Penny Nicholls, Mary Pollard, Jaya Bond, Rebecca MacLean, Jsem Blata, Jill Trotman, Danaris Colon, Lexi Durkin, Dylan Triano, Lindsey Myer

RESPECT
Dance Team
The cherry trees are in bloom, girls and boys take the field, prom dress

"Spring is the best because it's a time when I can just relax and have no worries."

- Emily Pyle

"Why do you love spring?"

"I really like Spring because it's really close to the end of AP classes, once the test is done, so is the learning!"

-Kody Donnelly, Junior

"It means that I'm that much closer to college."

- Anonymous Senior

"Spring is really cool because it's finally warm enough for shorts and tank tops, but not so hot that the school isuggy and gross."

-Kerwin Hy

"It's so pretty outside and it smells fresh and new; there are so many flowers blooming and colors being born again. I love Spring!"

-Anonymous Freshman

1. Phil Czomiczak, Michael Manolo, and Brandon Lam.
4. Brian Doocey and Jordan Friedman.
5. Jen Rivard and Carmen Barlier.
6. Senior DePaola and Sandy Heyes.
"Spring isn’t too hot or cold. It isn’t too windy and the weather is just right."

- Holly Le

Spring Student Life

It's time to go into those closets and drag out all the warm-weather clothes. Flowers are in bloom, the weather is reaching seventy degrees, and the sun shines on the arms of West students: it's Spring! For students, classes are more nonchalant and teachers are just as excited for the nearing of Summer. Spring is much anticipated at West. For the upperclassmen, it marks classes drawing to an end and time to prep for AP season, and the entire school begins to finish up their studies and prepare for finals. The Juniors and Seniors are out shopping for their prom attire as the occasions draw nearer and nearer. Spring sports are beginning and there's a great athletic fervor at West - baseball and softball scores flood the announcements and everyone is in the competitive spirit. For seniors, especially, Spring is the best. During break, they go off to Disney World, enjoy friends, and just look forward to college. Whether you're a wide-eyed freshman, or a big-time senior, Spring at West is bursting with fun.
Spring Musical

Rusty Rescue
Amber Kushing rescues Jordan Friedman from a rust prison.
(below)

Evil Creation
Gina Terl creates more evil for everyone. (above)

The musical is based on L. Frank Baum’s timeless children’s tale about a Kansas girl’s journey over the rainbow to the land of Oz.

On Dorothy Gale’s (Amber Kusching) adventure to meet with the great and powerful Oz, she encounters a scarecrow (Anthony Crosby) who is lacking brains, a tin man (Jordan Friedman) who is without a heart, and a cowardly lion (Alex Foxwell) seeking courage. With the assistance of Glinda (Yanelle Pabon-Garcia) the Good Witch Of The North and some minor obstacles from the Wicked Witch of the West (Gina Terl), the four friends travel to Emerald City to ask the wizard (Elijah Molotsky) for help.

The Cherry Hill High School West Theater department presented the musical.
And They’re Off
Alex Foxwell and Amber Kasching are off to see the Wizard.

If He Only Had a Brain
Anthony Crosby prepares for a trip down the yellow brick road to meet the Wizard of Oz. (left)

Let us see the Wizard
Amber Kushing and Jordan Friedman bid entrance into Oz from doorkeeper, Nathan Gross. (below)

The Wizard of Oz on February 19, 20, 21, 26, 27, 2010.
Broadway Night

Every year, Broadway Night gives vocal music students the opportunity to have some extra fun while performing for their friends and families. The members of the vocal music program put in a great deal of work and preparation before performing the most awaited concert of the year. Each year, there is a theme that determines what music will be sung, and what skits will be acted out. The concert also provides opportunities for solosits to show off their individual talents. It is a night that both performers and spectators eagerly anticipate.
Natalie Gibson displays elegant poise while dancing during the show.

Donkey and Shrek add humor to Broadway Night by performing a skit.

Humorous
Dana Damrgian poses with Will Lichtenberger

Eve Salzberg escorted by Christopher Hillman

Andrew Fisher posing with Elona Bilovol

The beautiful ladies of DECA always make it a point to look glamorous for this special event.
Deca Fashion Show

This show is not just about the ladies’ dresses. The men make sure to come up with poses to keep the audience entertained.
One Acts

Yes, Mr. Principal
Eric Rizzo makes a speech as principal of the school.

Hold the Phone
Crystal Capece takes a quick call after she and Jayson Madara have listened to Dennis Patima's and Dasha Nenartovich's ulibles.

Take A Look
Nick Petroski and Amy Schlachterman gaze over at Jessica Matczak.

Green-Eyed Monster
(Above right) Kelly Haswell shows her jealousy as Aubrey Stueven flirts with Nate Gross.

What's the Deal?
John Fox presents his case to Crystal Capece while Amanda Canavatchel looks on.
The One Act plays provide students with the unique opportunity to compete against other grade levels in acting and directing. Each group of student performers has an advisor, but mainly these are student-run productions. From directing and acting, to building sets and finding props, the students put forth a great effort in creating a performance that is one act long. After everyone performs, judges make the final decision as to which grade level had the best overall performance. The grade that wins gets to perform in front of the their peers at the PAVAS Festival.
Baseball

Right: Juan Torres snags a throw to the second baseman.

Below: Ben Machtinger books it to first base, not looking at the ball but focusing on his destination.

Above: West triumphs with a win on their home field after a game-winning hit.

"West Baseball certainly has dirty style. We are a team that exhausts our opponents because we simply do not give up. We have prided ourselves on the very essence of West Baseball; selflessness. Each and every player to come out of this program knows that personal accomplishments are trivial without a W at the end of the day. As we set out to take the division by storm, we will always remember late-night baseball (home run derby), the bus rides, and rallying together after infield-outfield."

-Will Lichtenberg
"At heart is where we play, on the diamond is where we stay."

Bobby Sorg

What quote best describes your team?

Above: Following each inning, West brings it in to discuss strategy and get geared up for the following inning.

Back Row: Coach Sarno, Kurt Houas, Bobby Sorg, Joe Cologero, Pat Moran, Matt Speckman, Dan Hill, Mike Dowhy, Vinny Emanuolo, Coach Smith
Front Row: Juan Torres, Chris Norris, Robert Cox, Brett Motta, Alex Bannar, Ben Machtinger, Kevin Bordner

Back Row: Coach Estlow, Anthony Lizzi, Brian Scheidemann, Will Lichtenberger, Sean Brining, Graham Haines, Evan Hacker, Tyler Hoffman
Front Row: Brandon Turco, Sam Tournos, Dan Hinger, David D'Orazio, Brian Everett, Jimmy LoCastro, Will Bayne

SENIORS
"When you step out onto the field nothing else matters but the bat, the ball, and the glove."

Meghan Kelly

What makes your sport special?

>>> Ariel Givner makes the play

>>> The team goofing around

Varsity
First Row: Ariel Givner, Lisa Kistel, Alyssa Sims, Stephanie Carfagno, Michelle Herman, Erin Dow
Second Row: Coach Gust, Kelsey Thomas, Coach Lobato, Maria Mitidieri, Emily Besantco, Jordan Runar, Coach Powers, Jess Walton, Coach Digneo

Junior Varsity
Front Row: Ali Knellwolf, Meghan Kelly, Alex Kelly, Tori Berenato, Meghan Watson, Lindsay Myer
Second Row: Alex Auletto, Ariel Pappas, Tori Powers, Alaina Carnso, Veronica Lame, Coach Pollock

SENIORS

Ariel Givner
Megan Kelly
Softball for me has been a very important part of my life. It has helped me reach goals I couldn't even imagine possible and has helped me get into college. I know that this year will be very crucial for the young team. As one of the two seniors, my sole goal is to help rebuild and construct the team for next year while trying to be successful this year. West softball is all about being a part of something bigger than yourself, and this year is no exception. We show a lot of potential and it is sure to be a great season!

-Ariel Givner
"People are always going to criticize your game. Initially, the number is going to help you get on the field a little bit more. People are going to notice you - it brings a lot of exposure. He'll have a target on his chest, and it's going to make him a better player. But lacrosse is lacrosse. It doesn't matter what number you are wearing on your chest."

Michael Powell

Front Row: Grace MacDonnell, Gianna Cocco, Alyssa Pilla, Monica Versace, Marta Bravo, Kayla Bruhn
Second Row: Samantha Krece, Dominique Giunta, Hannah Bender, Bridget Hanna, Emily Coyle, Michelle Ehman
Third Row: Coach Tenky, Courtney Ronzer, Natalie Hughes, Lauren Quinn, Katy Bender, Liz Godnov, Taylor Klevenz, Candice Dandridge, Coach Schwartz

Front Row: Denny Lane, Danielle Nable, Lauren Di Domenico, Callie Mangini, Megan Eichhorn, Amanda Sizer
Second Row: Melissa Aronovitch, Kelsey Brice, Lauren Adorno, Emily Weston, Christa McGrath, Kacey Wright, Coach Hildebrand

SENIORS

Katy Bender
Lauren Quinn
Sam Krece
Melissa Aronovitch
Leonna Accurso
We worked hard all season, we were a young and inexperienced team. Next year our entire team returns, and we will have better chemistry and work towards improving our record.

-Coach Brunswick

First Row: Elizabeth Pham, Neira Arnaoutovic, Amanda Sorg, Lexi Reynolds, Jess Bardolf, Tess Benecker, Holly Margiotti
Second Row: Gina Salvucci, Justine Fox, Selma Duzel, Alyssa Evans, Ashlee O‘donnell, Rebecca Chronics, Zohri Alshadi
Third Row: Coach Naumann, Nicole Centeno, Shweta Varadharajan, Alexis Profera, Dionisia Iliopoulos, Kristina Mahon, Nika Iliopoulos
Boys Volleyball

(Right) Matthew Stacker keeps his focus on the ball, despite the commotion from the crowd.

(Below) Teammates Kyle Farley and Max Gross work together to volley the ball over the net.

(Above) Members of the team discuss strategy before a tough opponent.

The volleyball team lost four senior starters to graduation last year and will relied on many first-year varsity players this season. Whether playing in a blowout or in a very close match, the Lions stick together and have fun. The team rallies around Coach Nop, who brings energy and humor to the sideline. Leadership and liveliness will come from the many seniors on the team, who have all worked hard to make their final season memorable. Team goals include winning the Olympic Conference American Division, beating rival Eastern for only the second time in 5 years, and advancing in the state playoffs.
"I play volleyball because I love everything about it. I love the team atmosphere, where we are all friends and know how to help each other. I love the competitiveness of the sport. Just always trying to push yourself to be the best. Playing has taught me self-determination and selflessness."

Alex Stridick

Why do you like playing volleyball?

Above: Senior boys Brian Grier, Ethan Arbuthnot, Alex Stridick, Prit Patel, Max Gross, Matt Morrison and Andrew Pae commemorate their last year on the volleyball team.
"No 'my bads'"
-Boys Lacrosse Team

What do tell each other before each game?

West's Boy's Lacrosse team plays with not only their hands and feet, but also their hearts. The team has made consecutive appearances in the playoffs. The team consists of mostly Seniors, who are sad to be playing their last season with the lions. Even though the coaching staff has been changing, the team remains solid in their performances. Boys Lacrosse doesn't only turn out better athletes, but also better individuals as a whole.
Boys Lacrosse
**Spring Track**

Senior Boys:
First Row: Joan Medina, Mitchell Berlin, Ryan Styles, Steve Washick, Ron Goodwin
Back Row: Alex Hays, Andrew Breswick, Jonathan Smith, Jesse Swinson, Eric Schuetze

Senior Girls: Lee Ann Still, Adiah Mathews, Chelsea Feast, Amanda Lapinski, Heather Santos, Sarah Rozov, Mandy Nolte, Britney Love, Becca Malaczewski, Brianna Pyle, Danielle McElvaa, Christina Migdalias
What makes your sport special?

"As easy as it looks to do track, it's really not; it takes effort and spirit to get through the finish line."

Mandy Nolte

SENIORS

Mandy Nolte  Ron Goodwin  Jonathan Smith  Brianna Pyle  Eric Schartt  Eric Schmelbach  Alex Hoyes
"What better way is there to spend a spring afternoon than on the golf course? The West golf team would tell you that there is none. The 2009 West Lions got off to a slow start, but rebounded nicely to end the season with two straight wins. The Lions were led by Colin Green, Mike Riemstra and John Deckier. For the 2010 season, Coach Lake Sevenma is expecting big things."

Coach Sevenma

What makes your sport special?

GOLF

Colin Green correctly places the ball.
The coaches and team confidently walk.
Conner Schuck prepares to hit the ball.

Trevor Sharpe, Colin Green, John Deckier, Devin Jakobowicz, Connor Schuck, Vinnie Carbone
Not Pictured: Mike Riemstra, Chris Hillman

SENIORS

Trevor Sharpe
Vinnie Carbone
Boys Tennis

Right: Jeff Resnick serves an ace for the set.

Below: Kevin Catanella has a look of determination after a strong backhand.

Above: Saagar Sethi after a successful forehand.

Above: Kevin Catanella, Edgar Aliferov, Saagar Sethi and Kevin Ryan all work hard both on and off the courts. Their love for the game fuels their determination and their friendship fuels their teamwork.
During the 2009 season, the boys' tennis team had three Varsity Players make 2nd Team All-Conference. As a collective team they placed 2nd in the Olympic Conference Patriot Division. The boys tennis team and coaches are very pleased with the overall success of the team.

Front Row: Edgar Aliferov, Kevin Ryan, Jeff Resnick
Second Row: Howard Jung, Kevin Catanella, Ryan Erfey, Saagar Sethi, Coach Butler
Not Pictured: Geoffrey Bondad, Coty Allen, Ryan Roseman, Matt Nguyen

Front Row: Lucas Solano, Arthur Rubin, Thuan Nguyen, Wilson Huang

“I really liked hanging out with my team mates, who are also my friends. We would go to Taco Bell after practices and just hang out.”

Saagar Sethi

What was the best part about being on the tennis team?

Seniors: Saagar Sethi and Jeff Resnick

S E N I O R S
Vocal Workshop is the first step in the prestigious vocal music program at West. It is different from many of the other choir groups at West because it is a musical fresh start; coming in everything is new and unknown. Many students sign up for vocal workshop as Freshmen. They sign up for the class as their elective and devote forty-five minutes each day to perfecting their songs. West’s vocal groups are well-known throughout the country, so each student that participates in the program has the opportunity to be successful. Students enrolled in vocal workshop must be diligent and dedicated as they have high expectations set for them.
Chansons

Chansons is a vocal group comprised of only girls. As a step up from Vocal Workshop, they work and sing together in preparation for the concerts that are held throughout the school year. With hard work and dedication, their efforts result in music to everyone’s ears.

Above: Cree Humphries, Erica Wallace, Tatiana Backstrom are senior members of Chansons.

Left: The Chansons gather around the piano to rehearse.
Concert Choir is the group of vocal students right below West Singers in vocal ability. With the guidance of Mr. Boeckle and Mrs. Bass, Concert Choir vocalists sing and perform songs to learn more about vocal techniques. They further enhance and improve their developed singing voices in hopes of reaching West Singers the next year. Their melodious tunes and harmonies make Concert Choir a joy to listen to.
West Singers is a highly skilled group of young vocalists at West known for having highly developed voices, knowledge of multiple vocal techniques, and exemplary stage presence. At various occasions, this group can be found singing multicultural melodies for a wide variety of audiences. Conducted by Mrs. Bass, this choir is certainly considered to be the elite group of vocal performers.

Take Pride
Mrs. Bass (left) takes pride in conducting West Singers.
Practice Makes Perfect
Kelly Simacori, Jason Nop, Gabby Emore, Steve Shimchick, Dasha Nesartovich, Chris Poresky, and Amulanga Chinkushova practice, practice, practice.

Open Eyes
Bridget Poserina looks up from her music as she sings.

Die Nachtigall
Jason Nop, Steve Shimchick, Chris Poresky, and Nick Petroski greatly enjoying singing "Die Nachtigall".

Reference
(Far Right) Amulanga Chinkushova, Kim Choi, and Yanellie Pabon refer to their music while practicing.
Chamber Singers

Chamber singers is one of the most prestigious extra-curricular choirs at West. As an a-capella, madrigal choir, their repertoire is extensive and varied, ranging from light-hearted holiday tunes to modern arrangements. Often times, they are paid to venture off school grounds to perform at various locations in the area. The melodious tune of this group brings joy to the crowd.
Femata and Men of Note are Cherry Hill West's award winning contemporary a capella groups. Each group is usually comprised of 11 members of varying vocal range. Besides showcasing their talent at various events in West, both groups frequently perform in the community and at local and national competitions. Men of Note has the prestige of boasting as the three time champions of the Best of High School A Capella in 2007, 2008 and 2009. The ladies of Femata also proudly represent the talent here at West with their title of "Superior."
Fermata
Symphonic Band

The Symphonic Band meets 8th Period each day, and any student that plays a wind, brass or percussion instrument in grades 9-12 can take the class. The band performs at the three school concerts and combines with the Wind Ensemble and Orchestra at several concerts. Members of symphonic band together with members from Wind Ensemble attend the Spring Music trip each year.

Concentrate
Steve Washick glances at his sheet music as he plays a melodic tune with his trumpet.

Focus Time
Chelsea Monahan focuses fully on her music to ensure great clarinet playing.

Smooth Sailing
Dan DePasquale plays the saxophone smoothly.
Some of West's top instrumentalists at the school perform in the Jazz Ensemble, a co-curricular group that meets after school one day a week and members are selected via the audition process. The group performs a variety of jazz and pop music at school concerts and at festivals. Many talented students perform "improvisational" solos with the band and some form a Jazz Combo that performs at local events.
The 2009-2010 West Orchestra is a talented group of merry musicians who practice their craft on a daily basis to perfect the arrangements of the master composers of past and of today. Under the watchful eye of their conductor, poised for the motion of the baton, the violins and violas lead the way as the audience is transported to a musical wonderland. Countless hours of practice pay off as the auditorium is filled with the rich sounds of our accomplished performers.
The Wind Ensemble meets first period each day as a class and students are selected for the class by audition. It is primarily for upper classmen but exceptional freshmen that are recommended by their middle school directors are allowed to audition and become members. The group plays the best of the concert band repertoire that is both challenging and exciting. Besides the three school concerts the band performs at local and out of state festivals.
Quick Pic
Above: Ms. Falcone and Ms. Devitt lean on one another to finish the Rampant yearbook.

Left: Seniors and best friends, Emily Weston and Brittany Moore, get a picture to memorialize their friendship together.

"We're in charge of the book that everyone will look back on decades from now...Wow, there isn't any pressure or anything..." Kerwing Hy, '11

Time to get cracking!
Above Left: Senior, Christine Arnold revises her pages for the next deadline.

Above Middle: Freshmen Jessica Inajaian and Croxley Gagnon work diligently on their pages together.

Above Right: Freshmen Elif Patan and Enise Patan take a break from working on their pages, to take a quick picture.

Running Rampant
Left: Maria David explains to the new yearbook members about her job as well as their future tasks as Rampant members.

Right: Senior, Matt Morrison works meticulously on the Rampant Yearbook, uploading photos and editing layouts.
The RAMPANT Staff this year decided to take an age-old school supply: the spiral notebook and create a spin-off in a whole new technological way. It is simple yet details the entire year at Cherry Hill West. Joining the RAMPANT staff is a commitment to a family. A family being joined this year by a great array of underclassmen and two new advisers, Ms. Andrea Devitt and Ms. Andrea Falcone. After many tears, a gallon or two of sweat, and some blood shed, the book turned out to awesome. It is filled with some of the greatest high school memories and the feeling of warm nostalgia radiates in the pages. Laughing, tagging pictures, smiling, cropping, drawing and writing. We hope you enjoy this book as much as we enjoyed making it.
SGO

Student Government Organization is a club that centralizes around contribution and helping out the school and community. SGO creates experience after experience. From the Fraternal Order of Police Party to the Festival at Croft Farms, they do it all. They work hand in hand with many other different associations such as the Cathedral Kitchen, making food for the homeless, and the Red Cross, hosting an annual blood drive. When events take place SGO is not only there to be apart of it, but to get the rest of the school involved because that is what they are all about, involvement.
This year the freshmen class has accomplished a number of great things. Thus far, we were able to put together a very successful spirit week. Even though we placed 4th, we did a great job representing the class of 2013, which is something that we must be very proud of. We have also gotten off to a great start with our fundraising, including the Valentine’s Day Data Match surveys and the Joe Corby’s food sale. Coming in April, we will be hosting our freshmen dance, which will be the first of many dances we have to look forward to. Looking back on our freshmen year it has been one full of wonderful memories and great anticipation for the years to come.
The Class of 2012 has unleashed their inner Lion this year. No longer the newbies, we’ve had a great year. We kicked it up during Spirit Week with our country theme, coming in 2nd for mural and male cheerleading. Way to go! We’ve also been anticipating Cotillion which proved to be a good time. We’re moving up at West and loving it!

Sophomore Government
Row 1: Caitlin Sablich, Taylor Maderia, Natasha Smith, Clarissa Janney, Renee DiCicco, Julianne Calzonetti, Shreya Patel
Row 2: Alex Injaian, Kate Scheidemann, Hannah Franke, Chris Altieri, Danielle Altieri, Alicia Gysbers
Row 3: Connor Schuck, Mitchell Renteria, Brenden DelMonte, John Nieto, Andrew Fisher, Sydnee King, Kyle Lapinski
The Class of 2011 enjoyed working the concession stands this year for all our home football games. We really pulled together in the name of "2011 team work" for the Thanksgiving game. We also had a great time during Spirit Week, especially practicing our performance for our Hip Hop lip sync. The Junior prom proved to be a great time, leaving us all in anticipation for the great things to come next year! Our time is flying here at West and we are having a blast.

Junior Class Government
Row 1: Chelsea Monahan, Devon Carney, Tori Berenato, Karen Cieslewicz, Rachelle Balagtas
Row 2: Sara Holroyd, Alyssa Green, Breanna Heifet, MariaLisa Maggio, Fotini Velasquez, Julia Montgomery
Row 3: Dan Mohrfield, G Samuels, Ryan Roger, Terrell Williams, Isen Blata
"We are Lions. We have shown you our roar. We are going but we are not gone. Our spirit will remain... forever."

-Mr. Wolosin
We finally arrived, our Senior Year! Our time to show our Roar! This year proved to be even more exciting than we anticipated. The year saw many seniors spending time and focusing on planning for life after we leave West, while embracing our final year here grew to become a priority for most. Our dominant Spirit Week victory clearly clinched our place as the leaders, and demonstrated that we are unmatchable (or un-tie-able)! The Class of 2010 has set a new standard for graduating classes at West.

In the words of Mr. Wolosin "We are Lions. We have shown you our roar. We are going but we are not gone. Our spirit will remain... forever."

Senior Class Government
Row 1: Natalie Gibson, Erika Basilekas, Carolyn Pyle, Kelly Malson
Row 2: Kyle Hughes, Jen Dexter, Kylie Dougherty, Morgan Wallace, Amy Sachs
Row 3: Brittany Moore, Allyson Mitidieri, Danielle Watson, Daniel Ricketti, Anthony Barbera, Michelle Falcone, Marissa Hart
Row 4: Nick Still, Brian Scheidemann
DECA is a business and marketing student organization with Chapters nationwide. Mrs. Melbley and Ms. Minutolo advise the largest club at West. DECA has reached a record-breaking membership this year with 183 members. The 2009-2010 Officers included President, Will Lichtenberger, Vice Presidents Ariel Arbel and Chelsea Petr, Secretary, Gabby Lakernick, Treasurer, Chris Hillman, Reporter, Bobby Krowicki, Historians, Kelsey Quillan and Maria Macri. In various fundraising activities such as a Chick-fil-A night and a Ribbon Campaign, DECA members raised $500 for FC2: Finding a Cure for Pediatric Cancer. DECA members competed at the Regional Conference on January 7, 2010. As a chapter, a record number of 76 students qualified to participate at the State Competition, which will take place on February 21-23. The Annual DECA Fashion Show was a great success in February. DECA is a great group of dedicated and motivated business students who will continue to work hard in maintaining a strong and successful Chapter at Cherry Hill H.S. West.

DECA

Row 1: Eric Mulley, Nick Mehrfeld, Michael Faust, Kelly Malson, Maria Macri, Courtney Ranzer, Alannah Pousas, Valentina Montano Garcia, Angelica DeJesus, Jonathan Bar-Or, Brittany Byrne, Cassidy West.
Row 3: George Chritas, Anthony Callahan, Ish Embey, Andrew Oblunis, Jessica Teddy, Erin Watson, Jane Sosa, Dara Damirgan, Elizabeth Hartkopf, Jeff Dussone, Mike Marini, Lionel Fioronetti Jr., Christopher Baker, Caitlin Somers, Nilofar Habibi, Jules Gemmer, Timothy DeCoursey, Ray Homer, Zain Shaikh, Sarah Kavanagh, Shay Moesner, Jarred Doughty, Jeong Woo Soo, Mike Hoffman, Melina Martinez.
Row 4: Kevin Viola, Kevin Mullarkey, Jimmy Verzicco, Ramadon Bayyan, Yuniee Carbone, Liz Gedorov, Connor Widerman, Mike Cordisco, Christian Rivera, Katie Clark, Emily McDonald, Colin Taylor, Mac Emdey, Shaina Valentin, Ramita Mansary, Elona Biluved, Melika Anumovica, William Young, Alysa Kretick, Ali Kozlowski, Alexa Stone, Courtney Patterson, Priscilla Salesde, Melissa Malik.
Row 7: Jenny Smirczuk, Sarah Rotov, Nick Karcher, Damian Kozwiak, Vince Cahill, John Zapata, Mohamed Aly, Will Lichtenberger, Dan Recine, Davis Fieldman, John Trusset, Kevin McLaughlin, Harlan Hoffman, Himanshu Nanda, Steven Mitropoulos, Brittany Shuklina, Marco Tornari, Mike Sorrentino, DJ Poely, Nicholas Lahzani, Vinny.
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When instructing cadets on how to perform a task, Major Kevin Skelly, right, gives both wise, while simultaneous, light-hearted advice, "K.I.S.S.-Keep it simple stupid."
If you're interested in attending college while learning what it takes to become an Air Force Officer, ROTC may be right for you. In addition to teaching you valuable leadership skills, military training, and discipline, ROTC can also provide you with money for tuition and other expenses through scholarships. To a West ROTC member, the commitment is much more than the mission statement leads you to believe: it’s a dedicated group of students trying to better themselves however they know how. It takes a great student to be an ROTC member, and West takes pride in this organization. Under the leadership of Major Skelly and Chief Gargas, the group marches, prepares, and has a good time!

Above: Jimmy St. Clair, Kaleb Chitty, Bryan Meyers and Sidney Blush provide prospective freshmen an opportunity to see what being a cadet is all about at 8th Grade Orientation.

Right:
Color Guard

Row 1: James St. Clair, Joshua Schwarz, James Perez-Ridge, Dana Bryant, Marie Hayes, Nancy Sanchez

Row 2: Matthew Morrison, Sidney Blush, Bryan Meyers, Shayla Valentin, Kaleb Chitty

Row 1: Brian Sarr, Joseph Fox, Tyler Jenkins, Joshua Hadley, Christian Renaud, Vincent Rapanotti, Steve Nolan, Kristin Serabo, Veronica Lance, Marie Hayes, Sean Dalton, Elijah Molotsky, Prentim Dedja, Nancy Sanchez, Amy Tran, Donna Rehawi

Row 2: Chief Gargas, Joshua Schwarz, Amberlyn Hutchinson, Tucker Patten, Jaiash, Babaria, Kyle Karz, Anna Didzrazkis, James St. Clair, Albert Christy, Stephen Pische, Dana Bryant, Taylor Valleley, Erik Walker, Gabriel Berrios, James Perez-Ridge, Benjamin Zimmerman, Natasha Mwape

Row 3: Major Skelly, Zachary Tomaino, Billy Percival, Gregery Figuerelle, Jaheeur Lewis, Daniel DePasquale, Christian Benitez, Nick Kudatzky, Emily Levine, Michael Dellada, Matthew Scull, Andrew Malik, Matthew Ricchezza, Tyler Paharic, Steven Ng, Mark Egan, Joshua Tomaino, Marc Protacio

Row 4: Matthew Morrison, Patrick Hall, Sean Palatiak, Phillip Batista, Dan Wolff, Kaleb Chitty, Jon Gorman, Sidney Blush, Anthony Hafer, Bryan Meyers, Shayla Valentin, Gabriel Gary, Chris Gruberg, David Miller, Kyle Kaimies, Jose Refoyo, Patrick Vais
Rotary Interact & RYLA

Rotary Interact
Row 1: Tiara Adriatico, Jenny Lee, Kendra Bradley, Hiba Hasham, Patricia Sittikul, Erica Wallace, Alannah Pouaitis
Row 2: Alyssa Pilla, Stephanie Mac, Crisine Yumang, Jolie Hang, Inez Montgomery, Christine Mac, Julia Lamez, Lisa Zappley, Nancy Lee
Row 3: Jennifer Sinacori, Kelly Sinacori, Christina Nguyen, Sandy Hoynh, Ramata Mansaray, Jenny Kim, Alyssa Sines, Amanda Serg, Amanda Moretan
Row 4: Mehia Arnaudovic, Maggie Nguyen, Christine Nguyen, Samantha Farkas, Evan Meshanic, Alexa Santangelo, Casey Diaz, Daniella Lau, Kimberly Choi, Allyson Mitidieri

RYLA
Row 1: Andrew Economou, Jennifer Yoo, Allyson Mitidieri
Row 2: Saagar Sethi, Jarrett Farkas, Max Gross, Anahil McIntyre
GIRLS STATE DELIGATES
BOYS STATE DELIGATES &
MOCK TRIAL

Boys State Delegates
Row 1: Erick Schormalbach, Jeff Resnick, Andrew Malik
Row 2: Nick Economou, Michael Belmonte, Mathew Morrison
Not pictured: Brian Scheideman

Girls State Delegates
Row 1: Alannah Pousatis, Dana Damirgin
Row 2: Rebecca MacLeon, Gabrielle Emore, Olivia Khoury

Mock Trial
Row 1: Karen Cieslewicz, Alex Weiss, Jazmyn Walloe, Dana Damirgin
Row 2: Daniel Ricketti, Coby Wittman, Christopher Poresky, Patrick Ream, Saagar Sethi
ASPECTS & VISIONS

Aspects Literary Magazine Staff
1st Row: Rachel Genovese, Haley Cohen, Alexis Kethower
2nd Row: Ms. Devitt, Samantha Parkes, Amber Kusching, Lea Lawson

VISIONS Staff
Row 1: Maggie Nguyen, Elizabeth Kivelowitz, Amber Kusching, Stephanie Mac, Jenny Lee
Row 2: Mrs. D'Alessandro, Christine Nguyen, Christine Yumang, Nancy Le
Row 3: Melba Arasovic, Kim Choi, Kerwing Hy, Ariel Arbely, Evan Meschunic, Ashly Weingardt, Joula Korami
LIONS ROAR & PHOTO CLUB

PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB
Row 1: Sarah Segner, Amanda Ricciardi, Alexis Kelhower, Chelsea Day, Katie Haig
Row 2: Becca Devenny, Aubrey Stueven, Maya Shanfeld, Jenny Mikes, Rebecca Green
Row 3: Mrs. Savidge, Molly North, Brian Girer, Amy Leu, Lea Lawson, Natalie DeFrute

LIONS ROAR
Row 1: Rachelle Bulagtas, Jason Nop, Tri Nguyen, Mandy Nolte, Kerwing Hy, Zoe Miller, Brianna Pyle, Marie Vassey, Jazmyn Walloe, Ariel Van-Sertiina
Row 2: Sarah Krisz, Samantha Kreisz, Alexa Santangelo, Daniel Ricketti, Ashly Weingardt, Shoshannah Sietz, Jennifer Ngo, Kylie Dougherty, Olivia Khoury, Amy Sachs
Row 3: Ryan McAleister, Mike Cordisco, Mike Leanza, Nick Crivaro, Chris Hillman, Ethan Arbuthnot, Alex Hays, Tim Balcaigne, Brian Girer
AFRICAN AMERICAN CULTURE CLUB & ITALIAN CLUB

African American Cultural Club
Row 1: Cecily Phillips, Judith Hagan, Sierra Harrell, Erica Wallace, Nadira Maddox, Hiba Hashim
Row 2: Monika Goodman, Cree Humphries, Alexus Weatherspoon, Jayda Grimes, Markita Robinson, Shaderra Mobley, Ayana Bentley
Row 3: Sydnee King, Morgan Wallace, Tiara Jarvis, Shansaya Spiggs, Ramara Mansur, Amaar Abdelgai
Row 4: Ashleigh Wallace, Leondra Smith, Tana Monah, G Samuels, Kam Cooper, Willie Shuler, Dante Covert, John Smythe

Italian Club
Row 1: Lauren DiDonato, Jill Altman, Monica Versace, Danielle Iannetta, Chelsea Petec, Jackie Terranova, Kyra Gibson
Row 2: Stefani Williams, Signora D'Alessandro, Steph Carfagno, Alex Kelly, Megan Eichhorn, Danielle Altiere, Lindsey Myer, Lauren Adorno
Row 3: Kimy Wright, Alexa Santangelo, Katie Berkes, Simone Perotta, Didimo Hays, Emmalisa Zapfe, Michelle Ehrman
Row 4: Kirillos Hanna, Carlissimo Puddle, Vincenzo Dragoni, Rivind Antonio Duka
Not pictured: Seo Jeongwoo
Greek Scholars
Row 1: Maria David, Jeanin Protacio, Dat Dang,
Row 2: Amanda Gutmann, Margo Kirzner, Mr. Munday

Certamen
Row 1: Amanda Gutmann, Maya Wittman, Ariela Katz, Jeremy Rotblat
Row 2: Anulanga Chinkushova, Margo Kirzner, Johnny Kang, Dat Dang
Row 3: Coby Wittman, Erik Schmalbach, Evan Lechner, Kevin Schmalbach,
Shawn Lising, Mr. Munday

Latin Club
Row 1: Maggie Nguyen, Christine Mac, Stephanie Mac, Nick Arcaro, Timothy DeCoursey, Clarence Fung, Alyssa Green, Savannah
Marin, Brittny Taglianti, Julie Hung, Kimberly Nguyen, Danielle Nable
Row 2: Amanda Gutmann, Jaleena O'Leary, Amanda Sizer, Christine Nguyen, Amanda Steele, Kayla Kueng, Rae Walters, Eirina
Roth, Courtney Ranzer, Mickaelyn Cook, Nilofar Habibi, Sarah Kritz, Hope Ward, Meghan Dunser, Abigail Del Pierro
Row 3: Laura Grabowski, Anulanga Chinkushova, Darryl Nable, Chris Anderson, Elly Gittler, Shawn Lising, Darius Waters,
Matthew Cahill, Johnny Kang, Jeremy Rotblat, Morgan Pyle, Courtney Humphrey, Maya Wittman, Leanne Caslini
Row 4: Eric Regensburger, Trevor Reynolds, Bridget Hicks, Kate Schiedermann, Demoneque Hargrove, Stephen Puche, Moshe
Rosenbaum, Megan Gunderson, Bryana Manning, Sherie Celoni, Meighan Rodriguez, Dat Dang, Ariela Katz, William Young,
Kyle Moe, David Hirschthwood
Row 5: Justin Higgs, Joshua Busha, Alex Burkholder, Edwin Cortez, Matt Mena, Max Gross, Bobby Krowicki, Chris Hillman, Evan
Lechner, Coby Wittman, Craig Lind, Graham Haines, Jeff Resnick, Eric Farmer, Kevin Schmalbach, Erik Schmalbach, Mr. Munday
LATINOS AT WEST

Row 1: Sra. Rivas-Mintz, Cynthia Taver-Boggia, Yesica Sandoval, Cindy Medina, Gianna Montanez, Marilyn Melo, Paula Bahamon, Yanelie Pabon-Garcia, James Arroliga, Cynthia Sanchez, Bianca Scanziani, Ashley Alvarado, Damaris Colon, Chloe Gonzalez, Ariel Van-Sertima

Row 2: Shaw E., Amanda Gutmann, Rebecca MacLeom, Sam MacLeom, Martha Cail, Nancy Sanchez, Fotini Velasquez, Valentina Montano Garcia, Giovanni Nieves, Ledley Encarnacion, Elisa Polanco, Baby Gonzalez, Eddie Trinidad

Row 3: Jorge Mendez, Alfredo Del Toro Gomez, Matthew Castillo, Jennifer Melo, Danielle Porro, Tiffany Ramos, Jessica Rivera, Meghan Rodriguez, Alex Kellhower

Row 4: Carlos Rubio, Anahy McIntyre, Shysha Valentin, Ray Bailey, Priscilla Salcedo, Vanessa Garcia, Deyby Trochez, Cynthia Rivera, Juan Medina, Miguel Royal, Ivelis Gonzalez, Rich Dorian, Iyana Roson, Quinn Sanchez

Row 5: Edwin Cortez, Jose Refoyo, Alex Zuniga, Kevin Castillo, Denis O'Reilly, Phillip Batista, John Zapata, Erich Castillo, Jose Vidal, Dennis Chavez, Aaron Trujillo
SPANISH CLUB & FRENCH CLUB

Spanish Club
Row 1: Eunji Lee, Nicole Clark, Erica Santangelo, Leanne Caspe, Christine Nguyen
Row 2: Marissa Listman, Sawyer Thomas, Marta Bravo, Camille Nable, Nicole McDaniels-Baker, Mr. DeFaria
Row 3: Victoria Powers, Sara Holroyd, Katy Bender, Richard Duran, Connor Widerman

French Club
Row 1: Matt Stevens, Shannon Tyler, Maya Shanfeld, Zoe Miller
Row 2: Bunsilli Desai, Marie Reyes, Trevor Potts, Jack Green, Isabella Kaczorowski
HIP HOP CLUB &
ASIAN CULTURE CLUB

Hip Hop Club
Row 1: Thea Herrera, Marilyn Melo, Mirah Herrera, Nadira Maddox, Taylor Gardiner
Row 2: Tatiana Dixon, Abigail DelFierro, Natasha Corbett, Monika Goodman
Row 3: G Samuel, Maqas Goodman, Sierra Harrill, Kristine Sullivan

Asian Culture Club
Row 1: Kimanh Kim, Emir Ilano, Tatiana Dixon, Tianna Adriatico, Julie Hang, Maria David, Thanh Du, Allison Papasin, Mirah Herrera, Thea Herrera, Patricia Sittikal, Abigail DelFierro
Row 2: Day Yu, Maggie Nguyen, Christine Nguyen, Esther Phillips, Rebecca Liu, Stephanie Mac, Christine Yumang, Christina Nguyen, Sandy Huynh, Hubert Morales, Willie Kim, Lauren Coates, Bichly Kim
Row 3: Antoinette Pineda, Jenina O'Leary, Daniella Lau, Kimberly Choi, Cheo Sanford, Taewon Lim, Jonathan Bar-Or, Denise Tung, Jessica San Juan, Nancy Le, Ray Duma, Mrs. Ortiz, Ms. Tan
Row 4: Reese Howard, James Fung, Jeffrey Ng, Mike Manalo, Chris Duma, Kadeem Freeman, Brandon Gaviola, Yunsee Kim, Kerwing Hy, Melita Armastovic, Santiago Esconde, Peter Skyzyzalin, Anahi McIntyre
Book Club
Row 1: Meliba Arnaoutovic, Sarah Fritz, Sarah Segner, Jennifer Ngo, Veronica Lance, Jeanin Protacio
Row 2: Ashley Weinzarld, Amanda Gutmann, Dat Dang, Elif Patan, Enise Patan, Amberlyn Hutchinson
Row 3: Mrs. Funaro, Alyssa Sheppard, Danielle Watson, Evelyn Suarez, Jaclyn Terranova, Margo Kurzner

REAL True Fellowship
Row 1: Abigail DelFierro, Elizabeth Kivelowitz, Jessica Matczak
Row 2: James Nirva, Megan Webster, Jill Pacheco, Laura Grabowski
Row 3: Nii-Ofei Dodoo, Steve Shimchick, Matt Schopfer, Christian Rivera, Jeffrey Ng
SCIENCE CLUB & GSA

GSA
Row 1: Kayla Kueny, Marylin Mello, Hailey Cohen, Tate Radziun
Row 2: Mr. DeFaria, Maria Smith, Ariela Katz, Adalah Matthews, Jessica Hooker, Alyssa Clother, Melissa Hernandez
Row 3: Gabrielle Emore, Aaron Trujillo, Ashly Weingardt, Trevor Potts, Moshe Rosenbaum, Tyler Johnston, Gabrielle Stankievicius

Science Club
Row 1: Chris Anderson, Ben Mac, Alex Weiss, Stephanie Mac, Eunji Lee
Row 2: Coby Wittman, Tyler Good, Sang Le, Marc Protacio, Doug Gorelick, Erik Schmalbach
Row 3: Nick Economou, Saagar Sethi, Kevin Schmalbach, John Truscott, Alex Burkholder, James Fung, Jeff Resnick, Abdale Elsaid
Throughout the world, people live in inadequate housing, and Habitat for Humanity is dedicated to providing decent, affordable homes for those in need.
Varsity Club
Row 1: Monica Versace, Kayla Bruhn, Angel Anas, Shannon Andris
Row 2: Marta Bravo, Liz Godorov, Kathy Bender, Kendra Griffith, Candice Dandridge
Row 3: Natalie Hughes, Taylor Klevenz, Stephanie Carfagno, Sawyer Thomas, Lisa Kostelecki
Row 4: Anahi McIntyre, Hannah Bender, Chelsea Schmotzer, Mr. Gurst

History Club
Row 1: Maria David, Christine Onorato, Devon Carney, Ilana Zablin, Amber Kusching
Row 2: Andrew Tran, Alyssa Smith, Jennifer Sinacori, Rachel Genovesi, Kelly Sinacori, Aubrey Stuever
Row 3: Amanda Gutmann, Alaina Caruso, Kerwing Hy, Brandon Stokes, Samantha Farkas
Row 4: David Hinsheilwood, Burjis Cooper, Jordan Friedman, Zoe McCormick
PROJECT GRADUATION
PING PONG CLUB &
ULTIMATE FRISBEE CLUB

Project Graduation
Row 1: Nicole McDaniel-Baker, Sheray Anthony
Row 2: Brittany Moore, Stephanie Clemmens, Amanda Lapinski

Ping Pong Club

Ultimate Frisbee Club
Spanish NIS
Row 1: Junji Lee, Rebecca Macleen, Kerwing Hy, Maggie Nguyen, Rachel Genovese,
Row 2: Samantha Farkas, Brian Everett, Saagar Sethi, Anahi McIntyre, Aseel Mazahreh, Aubrey Stueven

French NIS
Row 1: Christina Migdalias, Christine Onorato, Jayson Madara, Jennifer Yoo
Row 2: Andrew Economou, David Hinshillwood

Italian NIS
Row 1: Chelsea Petre, Jaclyn Terranova, Jane Sosi
Row 2: Michelle Falcone, John Fox, Emily Pyle
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

NHS Seniors
Row 1: Brittany Coe, Dana Damirjian, Sarah Segner, Maggie Nguyen, Ariel Givner, Stephanie Mac, Eunji Lee, Cristine Yumang, Angel Anas, Courtney Ranzer, Kristi Funelli, Kelly Malson, Alannah Pousats
Row 2: Meliha Armanovic, Kimberly Choi, John Fox, Christine Arnold, Rebecca MacLeon, Faith Holroyd, Andrew Economou, Mandy Nolte, Naomi Burrows, Christina Migdalias, Jennifer Yoo, Brianna Pyle, Kylie Dougherty
Row 3: Coby Wittman, Erik Schmalbach, Alex Weiss, Matthew Morrison, Brittany Moore, Connor Widerman, Vinnie Carbone, Mike Cordisco, Tim Balcavage, Andrew Mound, Darryl Nable, Margo Kirzner
Row 4: Nick Economou, Jeff Resnick, Olivia Khoury, Anahi McIntyre, Jayson Madara, Michael Belmonte, Will Lichtenberger, Max Gross, Brian Scheidemann, Alex Burkholder, Jason Boxer, John Truscott, Saagar Sethi

NHS Juniors
Row 1: Chelsea Monahan, Kimberly Nguyen, Brittany Tagliani, Julie Hung, Devon Carney,
Row 2: Lauren Riess, Leah McGonigle, Karen Cieslewicz, Aubrey Stueven, Sarah Raff, Alyssa Smith, Christine Onorato, Jennifer Sinacori, Rachel Genovese, Amber Kuschnig, Monica Versace, Leanne Caspe
Row 4: Brian Dooley, Brian Smolisky, Jack Donegan, Brad Dykstra, Dan Mohrfeld, Andrew Schmetzer, Aseel Mazahreh, David Himshillo, Alex Dragan, Emmalisa Zaple, Sara Holroyd, Alex Thieke
CHESS CLUB

Chess Club
Row 1: Veronica Lane, Maya Wittman, Tiara Adriatico, Donald Seaman
Row 2: Christian Rivera, Kevin Chen, Joe Seaman, Chris Anderson, James MacAllister
Row 3: Raggeb Cruel, Saagar Sethi, Rock Tretheway, Coby Wittman, Derek McIntosh,
Michael Krebs, Mr. Herman
SOUND AND LIGHTING
STAGE CREW & A-CHORD

Sound and Light Crew
Row 1: Denise Tsang, Jessica Hooker, Emily Cooper, Matt Stevens
Row 2: Remy Johnson, Robert Segrest, Michael Belmonte, Michael Slossar

Stage Crew
Row 1: Amy Schlachterman, Bijal Kakrecha, Christina Nguyen, Paige Espinosa, Jess Matczak, Vladimir Tikanov, Elizabeth Kivelowitz
Row 2: Kimberly Choi, Esther Phillips, Denise Tsang, Andrew Economou, Sabrina Gonzalez, Lauren Costes, Jonathon Bar-Or, Matt Stevens
Row 3: Robert Segrest, Faith Holroyd, Sara Holroyd, Jennifer Yoo, Melissa Hernandez, Emily Cooper, Jessica Hooker, Remy Johnson, Nick Economou
Row 4: John Fox, James Gaughan, Mary Cheatham, Jayson Madara, Michael Belmonte, Bridget Poseyina, Isabella Kaczorowski, Margo Kirzner, Michael Slossar, Tyler Johnston

A-Chord Officers
Row 1: Sheree Celona, Amulanga Chinkushova, Meighan Rodriguez
Row 2: Marie Reyes, Jeongwoo Seo, Jordan Friedman, Julie Rubin, Jason Nop
Row 3: Lisa Denish, Erika Badekas, Nicole McDaniel-Baker, Julie Hang
Row 4: John Fox, Michael Slossar, Justin Higgs, Anthony Stewart, Brian Doosey
Thespian Society
Row 1: Denise Tsang, Bijal Kakrecha, Christina Nguyen, Matt Stevens
Row 2: Andrew Economou, Jordan Friedman, Esther Phillips, Jesica Hooker, Leah McGonigle, Sarah Segner
Row 3: John Fox, Kimberly Choi, Faith Holroyd, Sara Holroyd, Jennifer Yoo, Aubrey Stueven, Julie Rubin
Row 4: James Gaughan, Mary Cheetham, Jayson Madara, Nathan Gross, Michael Belmonte, Bridget Poserina, Emily Cooper

Theater Workshop
Row 1: Jennifer Yates, Sarah Segner, Denise Tsang, Bijal Kakrecha, Elizabeth Seaman, Sarah Raff, Zoe Miller, Julie Hang, Shannon Tyler, Amber Kusching
Row 2: Paige Espinosa, Morgan Pyle, Matt Stevens, Amy Schlachterman, Jess Matczak, Savannah Martin, Maya Wittman, Jessica Schillinger, Jazmyn Wallo, Vladimir Tikunov, Ben Blatt, Crystal Capece, Elizabeth Kivelowitz
Row 3: Megan Webster, Moshe Rosenbaum, Robert Segrest, Andrew Economou, Kimberly Choi, Esther Phillips, Christina Nguyen, Jaclyn Terranova, Leah McGonigle, Shira Math, Yanelle Pabon-Garcia, Sabrina Gonzalez, Lauren Coates, Rebecca Homer
Row 4: Margo Kirchner, Nick Petroski, Ashleigh Wallace, Jordan Friedman, Faith Holroyd, Sara Holroyd, Jennifer Yoo, Aubrey Stueven, Julie Rubin, Melissa Hernandez, Gabrielle Stankovic, Morgan Wallace, Jonathan Bur-er, Kelly Haswell
Row 5: Brandon Bell, Alex Foxwell, Isabella Kaczorowski, John Fox, James Gaughan, Mary Cheetham, Jayson Madara, Nathan Gross, Michael Belmonte, Bridget Poserina, Emily Cooper, Jess Hooker, Michael Slossar, Ben Math, Tyler Johnston, Cydney Humphrey
Principal's Office Aides
Christine Arnold, Becca Malaczewski, Judith Hagans

E-23 Office Aides
Richard Hafeez

Student Activities Aides
Matt Morrison, Kerwing Hy, Matt Stevens

Athletic Trainer Aides
Hedra Shokry and Brittney Love

Art Aides
Row 1: Amanda Ricciardi, Amber Mitiken, Julie Hang
Row 2: Kimy Wright, Shoshannah Seitz, Brian Girer, Aubrey Stueven
OFFICE AIDES

Nurses Office Aides
Chelsea Burdick, Melissa Dunoff, Nick Trivigino, Lauren Adorno

Guidance Aides
Row 1: Emily Pyle, Stephanie Mac, Eunji Lee, Morgan Emers
Row 2: Anthony Matteo, Erica Wallace, Jane Sosi, Crissy DeAngelis, Melissa Dunoff
Row 3: Jenny Smerciak, Carolyn Pyle, Kate Scheidemann, Bobby Krowicki, Sid Blush, Taylor Robertson, Jennifer Yoo

Library Aides
Row 1: Tra Nguyen, Zohra Ahadi, Shelby King, Zobia Shaikh
Row 2: Christopher Nguyen, Khalida Karimi, Kiyonna Alford, Amberlyn Hutchinson, Juan Medina
Row 3: Mrs. Funaro, Daniel Esola, Margo Kirzner, Alexia Benitez, Alan Nguyen

Athletics Aides
Row 1: Heather Santos, Carolyn Holloway, Maggie Nguyen
Row 2: Lauren Quinn, Erica Rothkopf, Sara Holroyd
WE ARE WEST!
To the Cherry Hill High School West
Educational Community
Especially the Graduating Class of 2010!

I am stunned that another school year has gone by and that the Class of 2010 will soon become our next group of alumni. I am going to especially miss this graduating class, many of us have been together since 7th grade at Carusi Middle School. It has been a special thrill for me to spend these six years together and to watch the class grow together. Always remember, that it was as a student at West that you have experienced the recent changes in the world. It is as a graduate that you will step forward and change the world for us.

For our entire educational community, this book reveals our collective history, it tells the story of who we are. It is within these pages that you will find who we are as a community, as a school. We are athletes, scholars, thespians, singers, musicians, artists, linguists, friends, and relatives, companions, young, impressionable, driven, and successful. We are family. We will forever be bound by our connection to Cherry Hill High School West. We have laughed together, we have cried together, and most importantly, our lives have changed together.

Remember the memories of your years at West - remember the foundation you have established. It is in you that we will see the next great changes in our world, the next great accomplishments and successes. If you are fortunate enough to be returning for another year at West, enjoy your summer - read and reflect, dream and laugh, prepare for your return in September. Begin to ask yourself, what legacy will you leave for our school, for our community?

I look forward to seeing you all soon!

Fondly,

Joseph N. Meloche
Principal
Board of Education

Above: Dr Campbell;
Superintendent

Above: Andrew Malik;
Cherry Hill West Student
Representative to the BOE

Above: Britni Coe; Cherry Hill West Alternate
Student Representative to the BOE

Board of Education
Row 1: Mr. Tarken, Mr. Klukoff, Mrs. Conn, Mr. Robbins, Mrs. Judge
Row 2: Britni Coe, Mr. Goodwin, Mr. Roth, Dr. Campbell, Mrs. Horiates, Dr. Hartman
FACULTY & STAFF

[mr. ROMELLO, dr. KOZLOFF]

Mrs. Abramowicz
Ms. Abramis
Ms. Aleardi
Mr. Allen
Mrs. Bass
Mrs. Benfield

Mr. Beri
Mrs. Berlethner
Mrs. Birnbaum
Mr. Boecke
Mr. Boller
Mr. Bova

Mrs. Brill
Mr. Brodhead
Mrs. Brunswick
Mrs. Buffo
Mrs. Bulhak
Ms. Burke

Dr. Butler
Mr. Butler
Mr. Caputi
Mrs. Carley
Mr. Carr
Mrs. Castellani
Markita has worked diligently throughout her 4 years to prove herself. She is the type of child I could, without hesitation, hold up as an example to others.

Chris is an extremely polite and respectful young man. He always comes on time with a smile and a "good morning", and then leaves with a "thank you, have a nice day".

Lisa has always been one of the most conscientious and productive students I have taught. She exceeds my expectations consistently.
Gabby is always looking for opportunities to help where needed. She is very honest, dependable, and kind. She is a "real team player" when it came to serving and helping others. She is a great member of the choral music department.

John is always willing to serve to help others. He is extremely honest and dependable. He follows a job through until completed. He is truly a "team player" who has been a great asset to our choral music department.

Patrick is a kind and hardworking young man. He is motivated to do well and always is upbeat. He is a pleasure to have in class.
Tiffany Ramos & Mrs. Rakosy

I can list many positive attributes for Tiffany, but the quality that really stands out is perseverance. In the face of adversity, Tiffany never quit, but instead, pushed herself harder to do well and overcome. She's an amazing young woman.

Deneh Like-On & Mrs. Saffici

Deneh assisted several students new to the country and to the school by acting as a Big Brother to them. He was especially helpful in translating.

Sarah Segure & Mr. Vann

Sarah is an ethical, self-aware individual, who embraces her school and township communities. She is mature without being pseudo-adult and she has a delightful sense of humor. Selfless and generous with her time, Sarah forfeited the chance to experience a music internship this fall and winter so she could care for her ill grandmother. She's a treasure!
Hubert's patience and strong work ethic are clearly demonstrated in the quality of the artwork he creates. His pleasant attitude and willingness to help others in class is always appreciated by myself and his peers. Hubert is a pleasure to have in class and I'm very happy he was able to take 3-D Arts with me this year.

Vinny is an independent individual with a positive attitude. He is a leader, a brilliant young man, and an athlete that is highly successful because of his work ethic and love for soccer and school. He missed senior season because of injury but helped coach and lead West to a great year.

Eliana is a very hardworking and pleasant young lady. She is a great class participant. Eliana participates in world ice skating competition and can always get her work. Eliana is an all around great student.
{the undefeated faculty TUG-O-WAR TEAM}

{ms. DI GIACOMO, ms. ROSKOPH}

Mr. Schulz
Mrs. Schwartz
Mrs. Scott
Ms. Sammar
Mr. Sammar
Mrs. Sharp

Mrs. Sharpley
Mrs. Sherlock
Major Skelly
Ms. Smith
Ms. Smith
Ms. Snowden

Mrs. St. Clair
Ms. Staffin
Mr. Stern
Mrs. Stimmel
Ms. Suarez
Mr. Sweeten

Ms. Tan
Ms. Tejada
Mr. Thompson
Mr. Thorp
Mr. Tucci
Mr. Tully
"Teaching is more than imparting knowledge, it is inspiring change. Learning is more than absorbing facts, it is acquiring understanding."

- William Arthur Ward
FRESHMEN

Cassandra Achanzar
Sydney Agag
William Allen
Gizelle Almanzar
Kerri Almond
Zachariah Altman
Giovanni Amador

Lauren Anderson
Benjamin Andres
Kasey Applegate
Robert Aquilino
Nicholas Arcaro
Katherine Asman
Jainish Babaria

Kelsey Baines
Thomas Balkavage
Jonathan Bar-Or
Patrick Baran
Jesse Barraclyfe
Alyssa Baughman
Brittany Bayne

Brandon Bell
Christian Benitez
Tyler Bentley
William Berenato
Gabriel Berrios
Ryan Biggs
Joshua Bitzer

Sean Bivins
Christopher Blandy
Estefanie Bockeler
Jaya Bond
Kellie Brining
Elizabeth Brodsky
Matthew Broomall

Audrey Broussard
Katherine Brown
Kurt Bruhn
Keith Buck
Emily Buckman
Glera Burch
Zoe Buroojy
Freshmen

Tatiana Dizon
Thiên Do
Patrick Dolly
Amanda Donnelly
Alexis Dora
Amanda Dolo
Jarrod Doughty

Meghan Dumsar
Edward Dunn
Mark Egan
Carolyn Elias
Lesley Encarnacion
Joshua Ensley
Chelsea Errichetti

Melissa Everett
Santiago Exconde
Alexander Fabian
Adam Falcone
Matthew Fanuka
Michael Faust
Michael Flowers

Tanya Fogliano
Kyle Foley
Alex Fox
Joseph Fox
Douglas Frazier
Kadeem Freeman
Edward Fries

Claudio Funari
Clarence Fung
Crosley Gagnon
Padric Garden
Taylor Gardiner
Brandon Jay Gaviola
Darren Gedeon

Ashley Gerszewski
Matthew Giampetro
Edward Gibbs
Siani Glass
Daulton Goettelmann
Amanda Goldstein
Baby Gonzalez

Chloe Gonzalez
Ivelis Gonzalez
Sabrina Gonzalez
Nicolette Graham
Michael Grant
Francis Gregorio
Christopher Gruberg

Megan Gunderson
Nilofar Habibi
Joshua Hadley
Kaitlyn Haig
Yang Han
Shilomi Hardt
Sean Harris
Adrienne Lehner
Kathy Lei
Jeannine Lesniak
Jahi-Meir Lewis
Deidre Lightman
Tae Lim
Dengfei Lin

Jialing Lin
Tae Lin
Craig Lind
Rebecca Liu
Evan Lurie
David Ly
Bradley Machinski

Samuel MacLean
Jason Macukewicz
Melissa Malik
Eric Manley
Bryana Manning
Michael Marinii
Melina Martinez

Natalie Martinez
Max Matez
Aristotle Maule
Alyssa Maxwell
Isaiah Mc Clure
Emily Mc Donald
Conor Mc Fadden

Amanda Mc Guire
Kelsey Mc Intosh
Kevin Mc Laughlin
Ryan McAlister
Sean McCandless
Rebecca McCarragher
Kathleen McGlenn

Rachel McGrath
James Meadows
Natalie Meadt
Marilyn Melo
Matthew Mana
Brett Middleton
Zachary Milner

Kali Moessner
Shay Moessner
Nicholas Mohrfield
Connor Moloney

Elijah Molotsky
Gianna Montanez
Valentina Montano-Garcia
Brian Mood

{ tyler JOHNSTON }
JAMES RISKUS
KAITLIN RIVA
JACQUELINE RIVERA
ADAM ROBINSON
MARC ROBINSON
KEVIN RODGERS
MEIGHAN RODRIGUEZ

TIANNA ROLON
DOMINIQUE ROSARIO
ELIANA ROTH
MIGUEL ROYAL
RYANN RUS
TIMOTHY RYAN
JESSICA SAN JUAN

QUINN SANCHEZ
CYNTHIA SANCHEZ SOTETO
CLEO SANFORD
BRIAN SANN
CARMINE SCARFO
JESSICA SCHLINGER
KEVIN SCHMALBACH

CHRISTOPHER SCHWEIKERT
EMMA SCOTT
ELIZABETH SEAMAN
MATTHEW SEMOLA
JEONG WOO SEO
ZAIN SHAikh
JESSICA SHERRY

JISUNG SHIN
ELLIOTT SHULL
CLAUDIA SILCOX
GEORGEANNE SILLER
DAVID SILVA
SHARANGIT SINGH
PATRICIA SITTIKUL

PETER SKRYZALIN
MICHAEL SLOSSAR
MICHAEL SUTSKY
MARIA SMITH
OLYVIA SMITH
ZACHARY SMITH
GREGORY SMOLSKY

ALEC SOCHACKI
SAMUEL SOLOMON
CAITLYN SOMERS
CARY SPOTTO
GABRIELE STANKEVICUTE
NICHOLAS STCLAIR
AMANDA STEELE

MADELYNN STEINBISS
LOUIS STEWART
PIERRE STRENGER
KYLE SUTTENDOR
MARCUS SUMPTER
AGNIESZKA SZEWczyk
COLIN TAYLOR
James Burkhardt
Brianna Burlotos-Reeves
Samantha Busch
Jordan Cahill
Vincent Cahill
Julianne Calzonetti
Vince Camba

Anthony Canavatchel
James Capone
Gabrielle Caprario
Karim Cardona
Kylee Carr
David Carroll
Isha Carson

Emily Castro
Angelo Chambers
Kandace Chambers
Denis Chavez-Ferrer
Kevin Chen
Wendy Cheng
Perla Cherfane

Olivia Childs
Pujan Choksi
Isaac Chong
Rebecca Chromiec
Justin Clark
Alyssa Clouthier
Micah Collins

Damaris Colon
Priscilla Cordaro
Rocio Cortazer
Toni D'Amato
Sean Dalton
Shanta Davis
Natalie De Frates

Brendan Del Monte
Alfredo Del Toro Gomez
Milton Delvalle
Matthew Desiderio
Renee Di Cicco
Domenica Di Eva
Jennifer Diegel
Cassandra DiMaio
Tri Dinh
Joseph Dlugokinski
Ni-olei Dodoo
Samantha Doto
Marna Dunne
Alexandra Durkin

Selma Duzel
Kyle Edwards
Scott Elias
Stephanie Emore
Margarita Espindola
Paige Espinosa
Alyssa Evans

Melissa Feather
Gregory Figuerele
Dominic Filari
Andrew Fisher
Gianna Flamini
Justine Fox
Alexander Foxwell

Hannah Franke
Sarah Fritz
Kirsten Furey
Alyssa Garcia
Gabriel Gary
Nicole Gaunt
Donell Gee

Jules German
Dominique Giampietro
Rosemarie Giannopoulos
Erik Gibbons
Kyra Gibson
Ephraim Gitler

Marquis Goodman
Lorraine Gorelick
Devon Granger-Lewis
Jackson Green
Jordan Greene
Danniele Guetta
Alex Gunnarson

Alicia Gybsbers
Kyle Haines
Patrick Hall
Kimberly Hammond

[JOHN vu]
Sophomores

Lea Lawson
Tyler Layton
Bryan Le
India Lee

Kevin Lee
Nicole Lentini
Christopher Leyh
David Lichtenberger

Shaun Lising
Marissa Listman
Joseph Little
Daniel Loeffler
Christine Mac
James Mac Allister
Jessica Mac Carter

Grace MacDonald
John Mackovsky
Taylor Madera
Ashley Malatino
Kristina Malson
Isabel Mancini
Romita Mansaray

Holly Margiotti
Rinor Marku
Qouceta Marriche
Emily Martines
Jessica Matczak
Samantha Mattucci
Ryan Mc Bride

Shannon McClure
Andrew Mc Donald
Max McKenna
Nicholas Meighan
Jorge Mendez
Evan Meshanic
Louis Middlesworth

Micaela Miller
Zoe Miller
Shadonna Mobley
Inez Montgomery
Taijon Montgomery
Breanna Moore
Shannon Morris

Lauren Munera
Katelyn Muscat
Natasha Mwape
Darielle Nable
Alexander Newton
Jeffrey Ng
Huy Nguyen
{ lexi RENYOLDS }

Ashley Van Blunk
Brett Van Dyke
Shwetha Varadharajan
Marie Yassey

Pammella Vincent
Kevin Viola
John Vu
Giovanni Walker

Rae Walters
Hasson Warren
Tyker Washington
Erin Watson
Megan Webster
Heather Weir
Dequan White

Rachael Wilhelm
Barry Williams
Kelli Williams
Lamar Williams
Sharanda Williams
Maya Wittman
Jennifer Yates

Nargiza Yusupova
Abdulkarim Zahra
John Zapata
Benjamin Zimmerman
Alex Zuniga

{ damaris COLON, ashley VAN BLUNK, nick TRIVIGINO, anthony CANAVATCHEL }

Camera Shy
Emmanuel Barbot
Alexia Benitez
Areana Burgos
Nicole Centeno
Julia Gigliotti
Daniel Knox
Jackford Nate
Delvonte Olono
Nicholas Rosario
Caitlin Sablich
Habiba Sattar
Robert Scoulder
Kevin Shannon
Ryan Shaw
Leondra Smith
Damien Torres
Xavier Torres
sophomores
JUNIORS

{ ben MACHTINGER, conner LOVRETIN }

Youssef Abdalla
Alexander Albrecht
Kyonna Alford
Atalia Almodovar
Jillian Altmanari
Shannon Andris
Matthew Asman

Sean Asman
Alexandra Auletto
Ray Bailey
Sean Baines
Harmeet Bajwa
Christopher Baker
Rachelle Balagtas

James Barber
Robert Barraccliffe
Katelyn Beach
Ayana Bentley
Victoria Berenato
Elona Bilovol
Tyler Bishop

Ivan Bilata
Kelly Bocci
Julian Bond
Vincent Boninfante
Alyssa Borgesi
Kelsey Brake
Marta Bravo

Anthony Broome
Kayla Bruhn
Dana Bryant
Brittany Burnett
Brittany Burns
Joshua Bushta
Jacqueline Butler

Matthew Cahill
Christopher Callan
Julio Camacho
Jarrett Capresecco
Stephanie Carfagno
Devon Carney
Shane Carrigan
juniors

Lisa Maldonado  
Michael Manalo  
Callun Manajini  
Savannah Martin  

Nicholas Marton  
Benjamin Math  
Jonathan Math  
Shira Math  

Aseel Mazahreh  
Nuha Mazahreh  
Zoe Mc Cormick  
Leah Mc Gonigle  
Derek Mc Intosh  
Matthew Mc Kenna  
James McCann  

Cynthia Medina  
Jenna Mehlie  
Jennifer Melo  
Bryan Meyers  
Jennifer Mikes  
Amber Mikiten  
David Miller  

Steven Mitropoulos  
Zarinah Mixon-Gibbons  
Daniel Mohrfeld  
Tara Monah  
Chelsea Monahan  
Julia Montgomery  
Kevin Montufar  

Angelica Morgan  
Joseph Murphy  
Lindsey Myer  
Darlene Nable  
Himanshu Nanda  
Nigre Neal  
Kimberly Nguyen  

Matthew Nguyen  
Quadsia Niazi  
Penny Nicholls  
Cynthia Nieves  
Destiny Nieves  
Michael O’donnell  
Robert Oldrati  

Christine Onorato  
Yanelle Pabon  
Jillian Pacheco  
Abigail Pagano  
Megan Palma  
Zachary Palombi  
Vasilios Papalas
{ marie REYES, yanellie PABON }

Ariel Pappas
Peter Patrick
Alexander Patton
Lauren Penn

William Percival
Christian Perez
David Perrotti
Jessica Pikovsky

Nicol Pilic
Alyssa Pilla
Jason Poole
Christopher Poresky
Danielle Porro
Bridget Poserina
Victoria Powers

Jeanin Protacio
Connor Quigley
Shayne Raab
Derek Radziun
Sarah Raff
Kevin Recine
Phillip Reed

Taylor Reeve
Benjamin Remer
Marie-Bernadette Reyes
Jasmine Rei
Lauren Riess
Jennifer Riskus
Rebecca Ritts

Cynthia Rivera
William Rivera
Dillon Rizzo
Eric Rizzo
Samuel Robinson
Michael Rodgers
Ryan Rogers

Kevin Rosen
Molly Rowland
Carlos Rubio
Kevin Ryan
Anthony Sacco
Caitlin Sadler
Victoria Samadi

Q Samuels
Nancy Sanchez
Erica Santangelo
Andrew Schmotzer
Joshua Schwarz
Ashley Segars
Alexis Sepielli
juniors

Kristin Serabo
Zobia Shaikh
Ashish Sharma
Nicole Sharp

Kyle Sheary
Stephen Shimchick
Brianna Sholette
Willie Shuler

Brittany Shull
Christian Simmers
Larry Simms
Jennifer Sincorci
Alyssa Smith
Troy Smith
Brian Smolsky

Patrick Smyth
John Smythe
Dominic Sparacio
James St Clair
Daniel Steeke
Amy Stelmaszyk
Christopher Strollo

Aubrey Stueven
Kristine Sullivan
James Swanson
Phillip Table
Brittany Taglierti
Giselle Tavera
Evan Taylor

Alexander Thieke
Mitchell Thomas
Sawyer Thomas
Alyssa Tiedeken-Willis
Anthony Tozi
Samuel Tozoni
Joshua Torino

Justin Torio
Marco Tomari
Jonathan Tortu
Jessica Treski
Andrew Tran
May Tran
Papungkor Potthawat

Jared Tropp
Jill Troppi
Jana Trudell
Brandon Turco
Sophorn Tuy
Salvatore Umbramino
Ashley Vais
COURTNEY CHERI
KYLIE WILSON
JOSUE VIDAL
JOHNNY VU
MARQUISE WALKER
RACHEL WALSH
MEGHAN WATSON
ALEXUS WEATHERSPOON
TERRELL WILLIAMS
CLARA WOODS
ZACHARY YIZZI
ILANA ZABLIN
EMMA ZAFFE

GUY VAN-SERTIMA
MARA VELA
FOTINI VELASQUEZ
MORICA VERSACE

CAMERA SHY:
JOSEPH BAXTER
RYAN CARR
THOMAS DOHERTY
ISMET DUZEL
MATTHEW ELLINGSWORTH
MERAV ELLIS

JACK GUMTOW
EVAN LECHNER
ALYSSA ORTIZ
MATTHEW PETERS
DERRICK RAY
LEWIS YOUNG

ANTHONY LIZZI

JORDAN FRIEDMAN & AMBER KUSCHING

FRANK ZIPPEL
CHRIS ZOGRAFOS
juniors
Above
Lauren DiDunato, Monica
Versace, Kayla Bruha,
Connor Lovtsein, Bridget
Hanna, Meghan Watson

Right
Carolyn Holloway and Tyler
Bishop show off the class of
2011 banner at the
homecoming pep rally

Below
Mac Ensley starts the year off
right by paying attention in
Bio

Left
Alex Kelly, Kristi
DeChristopher, Megan
Eichorn pose for a shot at
their usual lunch table.
CLASS OF 2
BEST EYES

Derek Waters and Chelsea Petre

Nicolette Atkinson
Fredericki Badekas
Tatiana Baeckstrom
Quetsy Bailey

Timothy Balcavage
Anthony Barbera
Vincent Bartelle
Marilyn Bartusis

William Bayne
Francis Beitz

Michael Belmonte
Katherine Bender
SENIORS CLASS OF 2010

Angelica Benitez
Mitchell Berlin
Jake Bond
Taliah Boney

Jason Boxer
Andrew Breswick
Sean Brining
Raymond Britton

Lauren Brown
Dereck Burchette

Chelsea Burdick
Alex Burkholder

Most Athletic

Kyle Hughes and Katy Bender
Most Artistic

Deneb Libo-On and Jen Rivard

Christine De Angelis
Nicholas De Paul

Brittany Del Rocini
Daniel DePasquale

Jennifer Dexter
Nicholas Di Paola
Cole Dickson
Anna Didzearakis

Sean DiSerio
Kylie Dougherty
Thomas Dove
Thomas Dragani
Most Spirited

Matt Stevens and Carolyn Pyle

Christopher Duma
Brittney Dunn
Melissa Dunoff
Richard Duran
Andrew Economou
Nicholas Economou
Evan Eichhorn
Steven Ellner
Abdulrahman Elsaid
Morgan Emers
Gabrielle Emore
Daniel Esola
Michelle Falcone  Kristi Fanelli  Jarrett Farkas  Eric Farmer
Chelsea Feast  Elwyn Fernandes  Davis Fieldman  Sean Fisher
Timothy Flynn  John Fox  James Fung  James Gaughan
Christopher Gebhart  Kyle German  Cynthia Gerszewski  Matthew Gerwitz
CLASS OF 2010 SENIORS

Most Talkative

Anthony Stewart and Nicole Baker

Amanda Gumpper
Naqeeb Habibi

Richard Hafeez
Judith Hogans

Anthony Haler
Kiarols Hanna
Ashley Hardwick
Alisso Harrell

Marissa Hart
Elizabeth Hartkopf
Marie Hayes
Alexander Hays
SENIORS
CLASS OF 2010

Friendliest

Jun Cai and Faith Holroyd

Cherry Hill West

James Hertkorn

Dane Higgins

Justin Isaiah Higgs

Christopher Hillman

Lan Ho

Kami Holloman

Faith Holroyd

Katilyn Hansinger

Jessica Hooker

Andrea Horn

Andrew Horne

Jahed Hossain
Best Smile

Trevor Loveland and Jen Stone
SENIORS CLASS OF 2010

James Moloney  Christina Montini  Brittany Moore  Michael Morgen
Ryan Morris  Matthew Morrison  Andrew Mound  Kyle Muse
Darryl Noble  Danielle Nenartovich  Jennifer Ngo  Christina Nguyen
Christina L. Nguyen  Christopher Nguyen  Hung Nguyen  Maggie Nguyen
Best Actor/Actress

Thuan Nguyen
Tra Nguyen

Amanda Nolte
Jason Nap

John Fox and Crystal Capece

Kelsey Nork
Christopher Norris
Molly North
Mickel Orr

Erica Ortega
Dennis Palma
Austin Parrish
Robert Pennington
Most Talented Vocalist

Bobby Waldner and Cecily Phillips

Chelsea Petre

Cecily Phillips

Esther Phillips

Lauren Pierce

Antoinette Pineda

Jimmy Piotrowicz

Brian Poe

Elisa Polanco

Trevor Potts

Alannah Pousatis

Alison Powers

Anthony Princiotta
Most Talented Instrumentalist

Andy Horne and Sarah Segner

Chandni Sharma

Trevor Sharpe
SENIORS
CLASS OF 2010

Hedra Shokry
Brittany Shukdina
Nicholas Shumaker
Shoshannah Sietz
Panvipa Sittikul
Chelsey Slayback
Melissa Slusarski
Jennifer Smierciak

Best Dancer
Duy Vu and Morgan Wallace

Alyssa Smith
Jonathan Smith

Maria Smyers-smith
Robert Sorg
Jane Sosi  Cody Southerland  Shanayva Spriggs  Ryan Stadler
Matthew Stauder  Matthew Stevens  Anthony Stewart  Joann Still
Lee Ann Still  Nicholas Still  Jennifer Stone  Alexander Stridick
Jonathan Styles  Kristine Sullivan  Edward Summers  Jacqueline Supil
Jesse Swinson
Hannah Swisa
Gina Terl
Jaclyn Terranova
Daniel Topf
Juan Torres
Ngoc Tran
Sandy Tran
Ashley Tretina
John Truscott
Denise Tsang
Kyle Turco
Westin Urian
Shayla Valentin
Brooke Van Horn
David Vega
Most Likely To Become Famous

Adam Campbell and Nadirah Maddox

Eric Werner
Alysa West
Emily Weston
Ashley White
Connor Widerman
Kenya Williams
Michael Williams
Stefani Williams
Charles Wilmer
Yaacov Wittman
Jena Wong
Kimberlee Wright
Camera Shy:
Shariff Barron
Katima Bey
Julio Estela
Terry Foster
Igor Galitskiy
Gideon Giardinelli
Ben Mac
Parker May
Ra’d Moore
Ramiz Musallam
Steven Ng
Samuel Russell
Matthew Tanczak
Marco Velez

Craziest Driver

"Go confidently in the direction of your dreams, live the life you have imagined"

-Henry David Thoreau
Cherry Hill West Alma Mater

High upon d’ Chapel Hill
stands a school I call my own.
How I love to see her flags
unfurl whenever I may roam.
Royal purple majesties and
white crusaders thrill.
So pledge your love and loyalty
to dear old Cherry Hill.
So pledge your love and loyalty
to dear old Cherry Hill.
Order of the Lion

The top 1% of the class of 2010
(in no particular order)

Snyder Seibt
To me, high school was like a book. It was a book with its ups and downs. Certain chapters saw the introduction of new friends, great teachers, and interesting classes. Other chapters saw late night homework, stress, and arguments with friends. Cherry Hill West was not just a book, but a great book, and like any great book, I am sad that it is coming to its end. A part of me wants to keep on reading forever, but another part knows that it is time to move on, perhaps to pick up the sequel where I'm sure many of the same friends and family will play an important role. No matter what one thinks of their experience at West, it is important to keep the book somewhere on a shelf in the back of one’s mind for the sake of the memories. If I know one thing, it’s that the memories created by this school will be crucial in helping me achieve whatever it is that I want to. And I hope the same holds true for the entire class of 2010. Good luck!

Jennifer Yoo
I believe that people who play the time test roles in our lives impact us in some way. Every individual I have met throughout my four years at West, no matter how brief the encounter, has had a part in fundamentally shaping my experience. I've never been fond of the word experience and all of the vagueness it entails. However, there is no word more fitting to describe my time at West. I lived and breathed every day, and each day I learned more about myself and the world, past and present. West is an experience that has prepared me for life beyond high school, and in doing so, has helped me discover the essence of myself. I am eternally grateful to every teacher, student, and friend I have crossed paths with for making West all that it has been for me (especially Mr. Vanni, who is the absolute best!). I will not, really cannot, ever forget all of the goofy people I have met and the amazing times I have had. I feel blessed to have these memories to forever cherish as I face the world and foray into my future.

Erik Schmedbach
Cherry Hill West has been good for everyone. If anything, this school has taught me, and others, that we need to work for what we have. West did not give me abilities; it simply forced those that I already had, be it through academic challenge or extracurricular opportunity. While I had a great time here at West, I used the challenges available here to test my limits. These tests have shown me the path forwards from here, and West has rewarded my hard work. If there were anything I wanted to say to everyone; to those continuing here at West and to those going off into the world, it is merit in effort. Hard work counts. I have seen many here that possess the skills but lack the drive to continue; all one needs to remember is that work, with a good measure of luck and some skill, brings ample reward. If there is anything that I have learned here, it is the value of industriousness. Work is all the better should it benefit society rather than just yourself. When I commend this school for is its success in shaping me, amongst others, from a raw mass of skill and energy, into focused individuals that will one day continue the forward march of progress.

Jeffrey Reznick
"Education is what remains after one has forgotten everything he learned in school." Though Albert Einstein probably knows what he is talking about, West gave me the education that will last for the rest of my life, and I may even remember some of the information imparted to me by my teachers. For the past four years, life has been a blast; between cross country and tennis filling up my afternoons, or drifting for the Certamen competitions at Princeton, I have had little time to reflect on my days at West. Coming from a private Jewish school, I was told there would be a huge change, but I was welcomed into West immediately. West gave me the opportunity to step up as a leader in my community and even helped me establish myself outside school in NCSY, my youth group organization. Any late nights doing physics labs or SAT wakeups to finish Great Expectations, have been completely worth it and could not diminish the great times that I’ve had in high school in the least.

Max Gross
As we look back on our days together at West, it is not the test grades or class ranks that we will remember. While these numbers were stressed to be of utmost importance by parents, teachers, and administrators, they ultimately are nothing more than digits that appear on paper. It is the bonds that we have formed with one another that will indelibly survive in our memories. From Spirit Weeks to Senior Trip, from varsity games to music competitions, from after-school clubs to late night proms, it is these collective experiences that have certainly transcended the realm of numerical classification. It has been a pleasure to share these four years with the Class of 2010, and I wish everyone the best of luck in their futures.
Ethan Arbuthnot
117 Merion Road
Lions Roar 9-12, Visions 9, Ultimate Frisbee 12,
Mr. West Pageant Boys Volleyball 9-12
“If knowledge is the key, then show me the
lock.” -A Tribe Called Quest

Melisa Arnaoutovic
127 Harvest Road
SGO 10, Class Government 9, Book Club West
9-12, Lions Roar 9-12, Visions 9, Community
Connections 9, Fashion Design Club 10, Italian
Club 9-11, NJ REBEL 9-10, Rep/Purple Ribbon
9-12, Rotary Interact 9-12, Class OneActs 10-12,
OneAct Play Festival 9-12, NHS 11-12, PAWAS
12, Girls Lacrosse 11-12
“We can’t change the past we can only look
into the future and hope for the best.”

Christine Arnold
1004 Robwil Pass
Rampant 9-12, Rotary Interact 10-11, Class One
Acts 9, NHS 11-12, PAWAS 11-12, Spanish NHS
11-12, Main Office Aides 11-12

James Arroliga
309 Church Road
Latinos at West 11, Football 10-12, Boys Track
10-11, Winter Track 10-11

Erika Badekas
28 Windsor Meets
Tatiana Backstrom
22 Brondesbury Drive
Cheerleading 9-11
“Life’s what you make it, so let’s make it rock!”
-Hannah Montana

Leanna Arcaro
911 Chelten Parkway
Class Government 10, Girls Lacrosse 9-12

“Life moves pretty fast. If you don’t stop and
look around once in a while you could miss it.”
-Ferris Bueller’s Day Off

Angel Anas
634 Third Ave
Homecoming Court 12, Varsity Club 11-12,
NHS 11-12, Cheerleading 10-12, Girls Lacrosse
9-12
“Be on your guard; stand firm in the faith; be
men of courage; be strong.” -1 Corinthians 16:13

Sheray Anthony
138 Belle Arbor Drive
Project Graduation 12, Latin Club 9-11, Girls
Basketball 9, Girls Lacrosse 9, Girls Soccer 9-12
“Well done is better than well said” -Benjamin
Franklin

Ariel Arbely
2 Jade Lane
Visions 10-12, Community Service 9-12, Ulti-
mate Frisbee 12, DECA 9-12
“Be Formless. Shapeless, like water” -Bruce
Lee

Tim Balcavage
11 Bucknell Court
Lions Roar 9-12, Rotary Interact 9-10, Ultimate
Frisbee 11-12, NHS 12, Boys Cross Country 10-
12, Boys Track 11-12, Winter Track 10-12
“Ad eundem quo nemo ante it”

Tony Barbera
6 Logan Drive
Class Government 12, Italian Club 9, PWAS
10-12, Football 9, Boys Lacrosse 9-12
“Get money, stay true”

Marilyn Bartusis
210 Avon Road
ASPECTS 9, Girls Soccer 9-10
“Absorb the colors of life, but never remember
the details.”

Michael Belmonte
44 Crooked Lane
Lighting Crew 9-12, Sound Crew 9-12, Stage
Crew 9-12, A-Chord 9 Men of Note 9, Envi-
ronmental Club 9-12, French Club 9-12, Red/
Purple Ribbon 12, Children’s Show 9-12, Class
OneActs 9-12, Fall Play 9-12, Lab Theater 9-12,
Mr. West Pageant 9-12, OneAct Play Festival
9-12, Spring Musical 9-12, Theatre Workshop
9-12, International Thespian Society 9-12, NHS
11-12, PAWAS 11-12
“This is important. You can do it. I won’t give
up on you.”

Katy Bender
157 Pearlcroft Road
Varsity Club 10-12, Girls Basketball 9-12, Girls
Lacrosse 9-12, Girls Soccer 9-12
“If you’re not first, you’re last.” -Ricky Bobby

Angie Benitez
216 Sheffield Road
Visions 11, A-Chord 12, Femata 12, Dance 11-
12, Gym Aides 12
“Life moves pretty fast. If you don’t stop and
look around once in a while, you could miss it.”
-Ferris Bueller

Jason Boxer
37 Paine Place
Ping Pong Club 12, DECA 9, NHS 11-12, Base-
ball 9, Boys Cross Country 9-12, Boys Track 10-
Winter Track 9-12
“To do a common thing, uncommonly well,
brings success” -Heinz Ketehup Bottle

Andrew Breswick
148 Old Carriage Road
Latin Club 9, Spanish Club 11-12, Ultimate Fris-
bee 12, Habitat for Humanity 9-12, Boys Cross
Country 9-12, Boys Track 9-12

Ray Britton
22 Delwood Road
Bowling 9-12

Lauren Brown
108 Lenape Road
Italian Club 9-11, DECA 9-12, Wrestling
Manager 12, Habitat for Humanity 11-12, Field
Hockey 9-11
“All I really needed was a friend like you, help
Alex Buckholder
220 Drake Road
Latin Club 9-12, Ping Pong Club 12, Science Club 11-12, NHS 11-12, Bowling 9-12, Boys Tennis 10, Boys Volleyball 11-12

Naomi Burrows
ASPECTS 9-10, NHS 11-12, PWAS 10
"I'm British, enough said!"

Jan Cai
Book Club West 11-12, Chess Club 10-12, Mock Trial II, Science Club 12, NHS 11-12, Boys Basketball 9

Meredith Callahan
10 Bel Aire Avenue
Dance 12, Truiner 12, Girls Lacrosse 9-10, Winter Track 9-10
"Success is not happiness; happiness is the key to success. If you love what you are doing, you will be successful.” -Buddha

Danielle Calgero
12 Belle Aour Drive
Guidance Office 12, Girls Volleyball 9-12
"For beautiful eyes, look for the good in others; for beautiful lips, speak only words of kindness; and for the poise, walk with the knowledge that you are never alone.” -Audrey Hepburn

Amanda Canavatchel
27 Ivy Lane
Dance 9, Children’s Show 9, Class OneActs 9-12, Fall Play 9-10, OneAct Play Festival 9-12, Spring Musical 10-12, Theater Workshop 9-12, International Thespian Society 11-12, Library Aides 12
"Music is the silence between the notes.” -Debussy

Crystal Capese
"Life's a climb but the view is great.” -Miley Cyrus

Vinny Carbone
25 N Madison Ave
Ultimate Frisbee 11-12, DECA 11-12, NHS 11-12, Golf 10-12, Boys Soccer 9-12

Jennifer Caruso
11 East Tampa Ave
French Club 9, Rotary Interact 11-12, Children’s Show 9, Class OneActs 9-10
"Don't stop till you get enough.” -Michael Jackson

Cindy Cave
900 Longwood Ave
GSA 9, Hackey Sack Club 10, NJ REBEL 9, Class OneActs 12, Spring Musical 12, Guidance Office Aides 12
"Life's a climb but the view is great.” -Lucas Till

Mary Cheetham
509 Lee Ann Road

Emily Cooper
420 Thomas Ave
Lighting Crew 11, Sound Crew 11, Stage Crew 11-12, Environmental Club 11-12, Photography Club 12, Children’s Show 11, Class OneActs 11-12, Fall Play 12, Lab Theater 11-12, Mr. West Pageant 11-12, OneAct Play Festival 11-12, Spring Musical 11-12, Theater Workshop 11, International Thespian Society 12, PWAS 11-12
"You go to school to learn the rules you break for the rest of your life.”

Mike Cordisco
118 Greenbriar Rd.
Lion’s Roar 10-12, Ping Pong Club 12, Ultimate Frisbee 12, DECA 12, NHS 12, Baseball 9-12, Winter Track 10-11, Habitat & Humanity 11, Community Service 11
"You can’t steal second with your foot on first base.”

Nicholas Crivaro
450 Wayland Rd.
Lion’s Roar 9-12, Environmental Club 10-12, Ping Pong Club 12, Boy’s Soccer 9-10

Dana Damirgian
18 Wesley Avenue
SGO 9-12, Italian Club 9-11, Mock Trial Team 12, Rotary Interact 11, DECA 10, 12, NHS 11-12, Spanish NHS 11, Field Hockey 9-11
"May you build a ladder to the stars and climb on every rung. May you stay forever young.” -Bob Dylan
Crissy DeAngelis
106 Bowood Drive
Ceramics Club 9-12, Guidance Office Aides 12
"There's no such thing as I can't, because I can, it's no problem."

Brittany Del Roci
504 Deer Rd.
Italian Club 9-12, DECA 9-10, Field Hockey 9-11, Community Service 9-12
"We all die. The goal isn't to live forever; the goal is to create something that will."

Kylie Dougherty
811 Orlando Rd.
Class Government 10-12, Lion's Roar 10-12, Environmental Club 11-12, Italian Club 10-12, NHS 12
"The unreal is more powerful than the real; because nothing is as perfect as you can imagine it. Stone crumbles. Wood rots. People, well, they die. But things as fragile as a thought, a dream, a legend... they can go on and on."
-Chuck Palahniuk

TJ Dragani
305 Kingston Rd.
Lion's Roar 11-12, Italian Club 9-10, Bowling 9-10, Boys' Cross Country 9-12, Boy's Lacrosse 10-12, Boy's Track 9
"You see things; and you ask "why?" But I dream of things that never were; and I say "why not?" - George Bernard Shaw

Brittney Dunn
500 Deer Rd.
Ceramics Club 11, Italian Club 9-10, Field Hockey 9-10, Softball 9-10
"Don't let the fear of striking out keep you from playing the game."

Andrew Economou
24 Gravel Bend Rd.
Lighting Crew 10, Stage Crew 9-12, French Club 9-10, Children's Show 9-12, Class One Acts 9-12, Fall Play 9-12, Mr. West Pageant 9-12, One Act Play Festival 9-12, Spring Musical 9-12, Theatre Workshop 9-12, French NHS 10-12, International Thespian Society 9-12, NHS 11-12, PAWAS 11-12, Boys Cross Country 9-12, Boy's Swimming 9-10
"So long and thanks for all the fish."

Nick Economou
24 Gravel Bend Rd.
Stage Crew 9-12, Jazz Ensemble 9-12, Pit Orchestra 9-12, Science Club 11-12, Ultimate Frisbee 11-12, International Thespian Society 11-12, NHS 11-12

Gabrielle Emore
1032 Heartwood Dr.
Chamber Singers 10-12, Environmental Club 10-12, GSA 10-12, PAWAS 11-12, Music Aide 12, Girls Swimming 9-12

Michelle Fulcone
219 Cambridge Rd.
Class Government 9-12, RAMPANT 12, Italian Club 9-12, Italian NHS 11-12, Field Hockey 9-11, Community Service 9-12
"In this bright future you can't forget your past"-Bob Marley

Kristi Fanelli
505 Bancroft Rd.
NHS 11-12, Spanish NHS 10-11, Athletic Office 10-12, Principal's Office Aide 12, Community Service 10-12
"Paradoxically, the more fuel a star starts off with, the sooner it runs out."

Eric Farmer
508 Doe Lane
Latin Club 9-12, DECA 12
"Friendship is like peeling on yourself; everyone can see it, but only you get the warm feeling that it brings."

David Fieldman
46 Harding Ave.
Ultimate Frisbee 11-12, DECA 9-12, NHS 12, Boys Lacrosse 9-12, Boys Soccer 9-10, Winter Track 11
"Close your eyes and roll the dice."

Tim Flynn
LION'S ROAR 12, Hockey Club 9-12, Homcoming Court 12, Boys Track 9, Wrestling 11-12
"The man who has no imagination has no wing."-Muhammad Ali

John Fox
902 E. Tampa Ave.
Stage Crew 9-12, A-Chord 9-10,12, Chamber Singers 12, Red/Purple Ribbon 12, Class One Acts 9-12, Fall Play 10, One Act Play Festival 9-12, Spring Musical 9-12, Theatre Workshop 9-12, International Thespian 10-12, Italian NHS 11-12, NHS 11-12, PAWAS 11-12, Choral Music Aide 12
"Don't put off for today what you can completely avoid all together."

James Gaughran
Stage Crew 9-11, Hockey Sack Club 10, Ultimate Frisbee 12, Children's Show 10-12, Class One Acts 10-12, Fall Play 9-11, Lab Theatre 11, Mr. West Pageant 12, One Act Play Festival 10-12, Spring Musical 9, 11, Theatre Workshop 9, 11, International Thespian 10-12, Boys Soccer 9
"Life is annoying; the sooner you realize this, the better you will do."

Christopher Gebhart
920 Abington Rd.
Boys Basketball 9-12
"Always keep an open mind and a compassionate heart." -Phil Jackson

Michael Giammetto
21 Holden Rd
LION'S ROAR 11-12, Baseball 9, Bowling 9-12
"Look at life through the windshield, not the rearview mirror."-Byrd Baggett

Natalie Gibson
804 Edgemoor Rd.
Class Government 9-12, A-Chord 12, Dance
They asked him ‘Hey, where’s this bus going?’ And he said, ‘Well, I’m really not sure.’ ‘Well, then, how will you know where to get off?’ And he said, ‘The place with the most allure.’” - Eef Barzelay

Kendra Griffith
305 Wilson Rd.
Spanish Club 11, Varsity Club 10-12, Girls Basketball 9-12, Girls Soccer 9-12
“To accomplish great things, we must not only act, but also dream, not only plan, but also believe.”

Max Gross
4 Isaac Lane
Jazz Ensemble 9-12, Latin Club 9-12, Ultimate Frisbee 11-12, National Latin NHS 9-12, NHS 11-12, PAWAS 11-12, Boys Basketball 9, Boys Swimming 12, Boys Volleyball 9-12
“Go Big or Go Home.”

Naqebullah Habibi
836 Cooper Landing Rd.
AFROTC Drill Team 11, Football 9, Mi Casita 10, FOP 10-12
“I came, I saw, I conquered.”

Judith Hagans
810 Fulton Street
SGO 9-12, African-American 9-12, Rotary Interact 12, PAWAS 9-12, Girls Volleyball Manager 9-12
“No matter how big or tall, a person is still a person, no matter how small.”

Kirols Hanna
2126 Chapel Ave.
Italian Club 11-12, DECA 10, Football 9

Alissa Sierra Harrell
60 Delwood Rd.
SGO 9-12, A-Chord 11, Femata 12, African-American Culture Club 9-12, Dance 12, Rotary Interact 12, Girls Track 9-11, Winter Track 9
“Have fun, work hard, make friends, stay focused. Be a positive example for the youngins. DO MUSIC! Cherish everything that happens good and bad, because you’ll miss it.” - A.S.H

Marissa Hart
228 Heritage Rd.
SGO 9, Class-Government 10-12, Habitat for Humanity 11-12, Class OneActs 11-12, OneAct Play Festival 11-12, DECA 12, Cheerleading 9-12, Girls Lacrosse 9, Girls Track 10
“You have to let go of what you were to become what you will be.”

Marie Hayes
214 State St.
ARJROTC Drill Team 10, ARJROTC Color Guard 11, Asian Culture Club 9-11, Red/Purple Ribbon 9-10
“Hakuna Matata, means no worries.” - Disney, The Lion King

Dane Higgins
Boys Lacrosse 9-12, Wrestling 9

Chris Hillman
985 Kingston Dr.
Class Government 10, LION’S ROAR 11-12, Hockey Club 9-10, Latin Club 11-12, Spanish Club 9-10, Ultimate Frisbee 11-12, DECA 10-12, National Latin NHS 11-12, Golf 10-12, Boys Swimming 9-12
“The name on the front of the jersey is a lot more important than the name on the back.”

Faith Holroyd
6 Orchard Lane
Stage Crew 9-12, Indoor Color Guard 10, Marching Band 9-10, Environmental Club 10, Homecoming Court 12, Ping Pong Club 12, Rotary Interact 10, Spanish Club 10, Ultimate Frisbee 11, Children’s Show 11, Class OneActs 9-12, Fall Play 9-12, OneAct Play Festival 9-12, Spring Musical 10-12, Theatre Workshop 10-12, International Thespians 11-12, NHS 11-12, Boys Lacrosse (Manager) 11-12
“If you’re lucky enough to be different don’t ever change.” - Taylor Swift

Jacob Hoehg
121 St. Matias Rd.
Asian Culture Club 9-11, Environmental Club 11, Irish Culture Club 9, Italian Club 9-11, Latin Club 9, NJ REBEL 9, DECA 9-11, Bowling 10, Boys Lacrosse 9-12, Wrestling 9-10
“Attal Boil!”

Allie Husband
3 Rutgers Rd.
Stage Crew 9, LION’S ROAR 10-12, Environmental Club 11-12, Italian Club 10-11, Class OneActs 11-12, OneAct Play Festival 11-12, Field
RAMPANT 2010

Hockey 9-10, Girls Track 9-10
“It is our choices that show who we truly are far more than our abilities.” -Dumbledore

Sandy Huynh
802 Dudley Ave.
Asian Culture Club 9-12, Rotary Interact 12,
Girls Lacrosse 9, Boys Volleyball (Manager)
11-12, Girls Volleyball 9-12, Community Service
12
“The secret to happiness is not doing what one
likes to do, but in loving what one has to do.”

Joe Kavanagh
403 Rhode Island Ave.
Asian Culture Club 9-11, Environmental Club
11, Irish Culture Club 9, NJ REBEL 9, TSA 10,
NHS 11-12, Spanish NHS 11-12, Library Aide 12
Kyle Knable
DECA 9-10, 12, Guidance Office Aides 9, Boys
Volleyball 9, FOP 9-12
“Every little thing is going to be alright.”

Samantha Krez
903 East Tampa Ave.
Class Government 10, LION’S ROAR 12, DECA
12, Field Hockey 11-12, Girls Lacrosse 9-12,
Girls Soccer 9-10
“What lies behind us and what lies beyond us
are tiny matters compared to what lies within
us.” -Ralph Waldo Emerson

Eunji Lee
836 Cooper Landing Rd.
VISIONS 11-12, Rotary Interact 9-12, Science
Club 12, Spanish Club 10-12, NHS 11-12, Span-
ish NHS 10-11, Guidance Office Aides 12, Golf
9
Cathy Li
317 Windsor Dr.
“If you don’t know what to say there is one
thing you can do: try.”

Deneb Libon-Frcons
100 Park Blvd.
Asian Culture Club 9, Fashion Design Club 9,
GSA 9, NJ Rebel 9, Red/Purple Ribbon 9
“The gift of knowledge will come, if we wond-
er everen.”

William Lichtenberger
591 Tarrington Ct.
Ultimate Frisbee 11-12, DECA 9-12, NHS 12,
Baseball 9-12, Winter Track 10-12
“He who is in love with himself has at least this
advantage we won’t encounter many rivals,”
-G.C. Lichtenberg

Trevor Loveland
100 Warren Ave.
DECA 10-12, Football 9-12

Dan Lyndell
125 Covered Bridge Rd.
LION’S ROAR 9-11, PAWS 11, Boys Swimming
9-12
Stephanie Mac
VISIONS 12, Asian Culture Club 12, Latin Club
11-12, Rotary Interact 10-12, Science Club 11-12,
National Latin NHS 12, NHS 11-12, Guidance
Office Aides 12
“Live like you’re at the bottom even if you’re at
the top.” -Jonas Brothers

Rebecca Mac Leon
325 Wayland Rd.
Dance 10-12, Class OneActs 9-12, OneAct Play
Festival 9-12, NHS 10-12, Spanish NHS 11-12,
Girls Cross Country 9-12
“Some people come into our lives and leave
footprints on our hearts and we are never ever the
same.”

Jayson Madara
154 N. Mansfield Blvd.
Stage Crew 11, Chamber Singers 12, Pit Orches-
tra 11-12, French Club 9-12, Children’s Show
9-11, Class OneActs 9-12, Fall Play 10-12, Lab
Theatre 11, OneAct Play Festival 9-12, Spring
Musical 9-12, Theatre Workshop 9-12, French
NHS 11-12, International Thespian Society 11-
12, Italian NHS 12, NHS 12, PAWS 11-12
“Anyonghaseo!” (“Hello!” in Korean)

Nadirah Maddox
African-American Culture Club
“Watch closely before you fall, because once
your down its hard to get up. But trust me,

Bowling 10, Football 9, Boys Track 9, Wrestling
9-12
“High school is a lot like toilet paper, you only
miss it when its gone.”

Olivia Khoury
1328 Wynnwood Ave.
SGO 10-12, Class Government 9, LION’S ROAR
9-12, RAMBANT 10-11, Italian Club 9-12, Ro-
tery Interact 10-12, Italian NHS 11-12, NHS 11-12,
Girls Soccer 9-11, Habitat for Humanity 9-12
“Simply Life Magnify Living.”

Margo Kirchner
429 Jamaica Dr.
Book Club West 10-12, Stage Crew 10-12,
VISIONS 10, Book Buddies 9, Latin Club 12,
TSA 9, Fall Play 11, OneAct Play Festival 10-12,
Spring Musical 11, Theatre Workshop 11-12,
Robert Krowicki
31 Harding Ave.
Latin Club 9-11, DECA 10-12, Guidance Office
Aides 12, Football 9, Boys Lacrosse 9-12, Boys
Swimming 11-12
“It ain’t about how hard ya hit. It’s about how
hard you get hit and keeping moving forward.”
-Sylvester Stallone

Gabrielle Lakenick
67 Syracuse Dr.
DECA 10-12, Field Hockey 9-12, Community
Service 11-12, Habitat for Humanity II
“To be upset over what you don’t have, is to
waste what you do have.”

Amanda Lapinski
818 Kingston Dr.
Project Graduation 12, Stage Crew 9, Rotary
Interact 10-11, Girls Track 10-11, Winter Track
12
“If you can’t join them, beat them.”

Eunji Lee
836 Cooper Landing Rd.
VISIONS 11-12, Rotary Interact 9-12, Science
Club 12, Spanish Club 10-12, NHS 11-12, Span-
ish NHS 10-11, Guidance Office Aides 12, Golf
9
Cathy Li
317 Windsor Dr.
“If you don’t know what to say there is one
thing you can do: try.”

Deneb Libon-Frcons
100 Park Blvd.
Asian Culture Club 9, Fashion Design Club 9,
GSA 9, NJ Rebel 9, Red/Purple Ribbon 9
“The gift of knowledge will come, if we wond-
er everen.”

William Lichtenberger
591 Tarrington Ct.
Ultimate Frisbee 11-12, DECA 9-12, NHS 12,
Baseball 9-12, Winter Track 10-12
“He who is in love with himself has at least this
advantage we won’t encounter many rivals,”
-G.C. Lichtenberg

Trevor Loveland
100 Warren Ave.
DECA 10-12, Football 9-12

Dan Lyndell
125 Covered Bridge Rd.
LION’S ROAR 9-11, PAWS 11, Boys Swimming
9-12
Stephanie Mac
VISIONS 12, Asian Culture Club 12, Latin Club
11-12, Rotary Interact 10-12, Science Club 11-12,
National Latin NHS 12, NHS 11-12, Guidance
Office Aides 12
“Live like you’re at the bottom even if you’re at
the top.” -Jonas Brothers

Rebecca Mac Leon
325 Wayland Rd.
Dance 10-12, Class OneActs 9-12, OneAct Play
Festival 9-12, NHS 10-12, Spanish NHS 11-12,
Girls Cross Country 9-12
“Some people come into our lives and leave
footprints on our hearts and we are never ever the
same.”

Jayson Madara
154 N. Mansfield Blvd.
Stage Crew 11, Chamber Singers 12, Pit Orches-
tra 11-12, French Club 9-12, Children’s Show
9-11, Class OneActs 9-12, Fall Play 10-12, Lab
Theatre 11, OneAct Play Festival 9-12, Spring
Musical 9-12, Theatre Workshop 9-12, French
NHS 11-12, International Thespian Society 11-
12, Italian NHS 12, NHS 12, PAWS 11-12
“Anyonghaseo!” (“Hello!” in Korean)

Nadirah Maddox
African-American Culture Club
“Watch closely before you fall, because once
your down its hard to get up. But trust me,
"Everything happens for a reason!" - Dr. Seuss

Rebecca Malczewski
858 Abington Rd.
Dance 9-12, Girls Soccer 9-12, Girls Track 10-12
"You don't have a choice, but you have a chance." - Bobby Malczewski

Andrew Malik
23 Cherry Tree Lane
Marching Band 9, Latin Club 9-10, Rotary Interact 9-12, Ultimate Frisbee 11-12, Boys Cross Country 12, Boys Swimming 9-12
"Besides the noble art of getting things done, there is a nobler art of leaving things undone. The wisdom of life consists in the elimination of non-essentials." - Gandhi

Kathleen Malone
307 King George Rd.
1A2 Italian Club, 9-10 DECA, 9-11 Field Hockey, Community Service 9-12
"Be the change you wish to see in the world." - Gandhi

Kelly Mason
662 Chapel Ave.
Class Government 9-12, Lion's ROAR 9, NHS 11-12, Spanish NHS 10-11, Girls Lacrosse 10, Softball 9
"Be the change you want to see in the world." - Gandhi

Nicole McDaniel-Baker
270 N. Lincoln Ave.
Project Graduation 12, A-Chord 9-12, Spanish Club 10-12, Field Hockey 9-12, Girls Track 10-12
"Whoa!" - Crystal Capece

Danielle McEveya
Red/Purple Ribbon 12, Class One Acts 10, Spring Musical 12, PWA 9-10-12, Girls Track 10-11, Winter Track 11
"You only have one life to live so you might as well suck at singing." - Crystal Capece

Catherine McKinstry
226 N. Madison Ave.
Spring Musical 10-11, Guidance Office Aides 12, Gym Aides 10, Nurses Aides 11
"God, grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change; the courage to change the things I can; and the wisdom to know the difference." - Aynsley Meshanic

Catherine Meshanic
227 Provincetown Rd.
SGO 11, Lion's ROAR 12, Spanish Musical 11-12
"This is the voice that I was given and if you don't like it take a long walk off of the shortest pier you can find and I'll be singing it out." - William Beckett

Christina Migdalas
112 Martin Ave.
Pit Orchestra 10-11, Dance 12, French Club 9-10, Rotary Interact 11-12, French NHS 10-12, NHS 11-12, Girls Cross Country 9-11, Girls Track 9-11, Winter Track 9-11
"Don't cry because it's over, smile because it happened." - Dr. Seuss

Allyson Mizidier
125 Bancroft Dr.
SGO 9-10, Class Government 11-12, Italian Club 9-11, Rotary Interact 9, Girls Swimming 9-12
"That's how I beat Shaq." - Aaron Carter

Christina Montini
14 Brookmead Dr.
Stage Crew 9-10, Indoor Color Guard 11-12, Marching Band 11-12, Spring Musical 12, Girls Cross Country 9-10, Winter Track 9

Brittany Moore
13 Willis Ave.
Class Government 10-12, RAMPANT 11-12

Andrew Mound
14 Pebble Lane
Hockey Club 9-11, NHS 11-12, Boys Lacrosse 9-12, Winter Track 10-12
"I'm smarter than you even on your best day." - Joe Lore

Darryl Nade
419 Kingston Dr.
Asian Culture Club 9, Latin Club 11-12, Science Club 11, Ultimate Frisbee 11-12, National Latin NHS 11-12, NHS 11-12, PWA 9, Boys Basketball 9-12, Boys Track 9
"You miss 100% of the shots you don't take." - Marilyn Monroe

Danielle Dasha Nenartovich
11 Lafferty Dr.
Chamber Singers 10-12, Fermata 12, Pit Orchestra 11-12, Class One Acts 10-12, One Act Play Festival 10-12, Music Aides 12
"I could be lying on the ocean floor counting fish, I thought. How many would I have to count before I could say I was done?" - Karuki Murakami in A Wild Sheep Chase

Jennifer Ngo
Book Club West 10-12, Lion Roar 12, Asian Culture Club 9-12, DECA 12, Girls Track 10, Girls Volleyball 9
"Congratulations class of 2010... we did it!" - Christina Nguyen

Christina Nguyen
1502 Burroughs Mill Circle
Stage Crew 10-12, Latin Club 10-11, Asian
Culture Club 9-42, Environmental Club 10, Rotary Interact 12, Children’s Show 9-12, Class One Acts 9-12, Fall Play 9-12, Mr. West Pagent 9-12, One Act Play Festival 9-42, Spring Musical 9-42, Theatre Workshop 9-12, International Thespain Society 10-12, National Latin HS 10-11, PWAS 11-12
“Happiness is not a possession to be prized, it is a quality of thought, a state of mind.” -Daphne du Maurier

Hung (Alan) Nguyen
206 Drake Terrace
Asian Culture Club 10, TSA 9-40, Library Aides 12, Golf 10

Maggie Nguyen
427 Hialeah Drive
Class Government 9-42, Visions 10-12, Asian Culture Club 9-42, Latin Club 9-42, Rotary Interact 10-12, Spanish Club 9-12, Girls Soccer 9, Girls Tennis 12, National Latin HS 9-12, NHS 10-12, Spanish NHS 9-12, Gym Aides 12

“Life’s full of surprises...smile and let’s cherish what’s important in life!”

Tra Nguyen
SGO 12, Library Aides 12
“Sometimes fear is more dangerous than danger itself.”

Kelsey Nork
107 Wayside Dr.

“Be the best that you can be today, because yesterday is gone and tomorrow may never be.”

Molly North
104 Warfield Road
RAMPANT 12, Homecoming Court 12, Photography Club 11-12, Children’s Show 9, Class One Acts 11-12, PWAS 11-12, Art Aide 11, Playbill Design 9-40

“Geraldine now, stop shaking that cow. For Heaven’s sake, for your sake and for the cow’s sake. That’s the dumbest way I’ve seen to make a milkshake.” -Shel Silverstein

Erica Ortega
106 Elkins Road
Dance 12, Lab Theatre 9-11, Cheerleading 9-12

“All you need is love.” -The Beatles

Matt Peters
64 Stanford Road
“Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for tomorrow. The important thing is to stop questioning.”

Chelsea Petre
1 School Lane
Dance 9, Environmental Club 10, Habitat for Humanity 11, Italian Club 9-42, Rotary Interact, DECA 9-12, Italian NHS 11-12, Nurses’ Aide 11, Field Hockey 9-11, Wrestling (manager) 10-42

“Never be bullied into silence. Never allow yourself to be made a victim. Accept no one’s definition of your life; define yourself.”

Elisa Polanco
Latinos at West 9, Girls Lacrosse 9
“I’ve learned a lot and ready to learn more.”

Alannah Pousatis
141 Fox Chase Lane
Class Government 9-40, A-Chord 9-42, Dance 9-12, Rotary Interact 12, DECA 12, NHS 11-12, Student Activities Aide 11, Girls Lacrosse 9-40
Girls Soccer 9-40
“Keep your face always toward the sunshine - and shadows will fall behind you.” -Walt Whitman

Anthony Princiotta
1005 Murray Avenue
Baseball 9, Boys Track 11-42, Winter Track 11-42

Carolyyn Pyle
306 Royal Oak Avenue
Class Government 11-12, Dance 11-12, Italian Club 9, Guidance Office Aide 12, Main Office Aide 9, Cheerleading 9-12
“Live like you’ll die tomorrow, dream like you’ll live forever.”

Emily Pyle
306 Royal Oak Avenue
Fermata 12, Dance 10-42, Italian Club 10-41, Italian NHS 11-12, Guidance Office Aide 12, Girls Basketball 9, Cheerleading 12, Girls Track 9-10

“Kind words can be short and easy to speak, but their echoes are truly endless.”

Kelsey Quillan
7 Merion Road
Class Government 9-41, Community Service 10-11, Habitat for Humanity 11, DECA 9-42, Field Hockey 9-11
“There are three kinds of people in this world: the ones who can count, and the ones who can’t.”

Courtney Ranzer
22 South Syracuse Drive
Latin Club 9-42, DECA 11-12, National Latin HS 9-12, NHS 11-12, Girls Lacrosse 9-11
“All our dreams can come true, if we have the courage to pursue them.” -Walt Disney

Vincent Rapanotti
638 Kenilworth Avenue
SGO 11-12, RAMPANT 10, Chess Club 10, Fashion Design Club 10, Winter Track 11-12
“How much heal, scars fade, memories last forever, so I don’t mind if I have a few injuries.”

Patrick Ream
513 King George Road
Mock Trial Team 10-42, Ping Pong Club 12, Ultimate Frisbee 11-12, DECA 10-12
“...that’s why we jump. Otherwise we stand on top of the mountain thinking, ‘How in the hell did I get up here?’”

Dan Recine
1304 Maple Avenue
SGO 11, DECA 9-42, Boys Lacrosse 9-42, Wrestling 9
“Don’t exist. Live.”
Jeffrey Resnick
2 Santa Anita Place
Chess Club I0-12, Certamen 9-11, Latin Club 9-12, Ping Pong Club 12, Rotary Interact 10, Science Club II-12, Ultimate Frisbee II-12, Class One Acts 9, Lab Theatre 9, Spring Musical 9-10, National Latin HS 9-12, NHS II-12, Boys Cross Country 9-12, Boys Tennis 9-12, Winter Track II

“The most pathetic person in the world is someone who has sight...” - Helen Keller

Matt Ricchezza
12 Pratt Road
AFFROTC Drill Team 9, AFFROTC Color Guard 9, Latin Club 9-10, ROTC Color Guard 9, ROTC Drill Team 9

Daniel Rickett
100 Park Drive
Class Government II-12, LION’S ROAR 12, Hockey Club II, Mock Trial Team II-12, Boys Cross Country 12, Football 9-10, Boys Lacrosse 9-12, Wrestling 9-12

“Try not to become a man of success but rather a man of value.” - Albert Einstein

Mike Rienstra
30 Elma Avenue
Spanish Club 11, Golf 10-12

Jennifer Rivard
19 Fountain Court
RAMPANT 12, Asian Culture Club 9, Fashion Design Club 9, GSA 10, Class One Acts 10-12, One Act Play Festival 10-12, PVAS II-12

Mattison Rodgers
5 Brookdale Drive
Dance 12, Class One Acts 10-11, Lab Theatre 9-11, Cheerleading 9-12

“Friends are like brass: close to the heart and always there for support.”

Sarah Rozov
256 Chelten Parkway
Latin Club 9-11, DECA 12, Girls Soccer 9-12, Girls Track 9-12, Winter Track 9-11

Amy Sachs
1 Eddy Lane
Class Government 9-12, LION’S ROAR 9-12, Library Aide 12, Girls Lacrosse 9, Girls Tennis 9

“Memory is the only way home.” - Jodi Picoult

Eric Schatzke
DECA 11, Main Office Aide 9, Baseball 9

Football 11, Boys Soccer 11-12, Boys Track 10-12, Winter Track 11

Brian Scheidemann
80 Weather Vane Drive
Class Government 9-12, Spanish Club 10-12, NHS 12, Baseball 9-12, Boys Soccer 9-12, Boys Swimming 9-12

“A pen is not utensil to be held, but a utensil to display your acquired knowledge.” - Brian Scheidemann

Erik Schmalbach
801 Dover Street
Certamen 10-12, Latin Club 10-12, Ping Pong Club 12, Science Club II-12, Ultimate Frisbee II-12, National Latin HS 10-12, NHS II-12, Boys Soccer 9, Boys Track II-12

“An ounce of action is worth a ton of theory.”

Meghan Schmidt
Girls Lacrosse 9-10

Chelsea Schlotzter
201 McKinley Road
Class Government 9-10, Community Service 12, Varsity Club II-12, DECA 10, Gym Aide 12, Girls Basketball 9-10, Softball 9, Boys Volleyball (manager) II-12, Girls Volleyball 9-12

“All I can be is me. Whoever that is.” - Bob Dylan

Hannah Schon
47 Plymouth Drive
Class One Acts 11, Lab Theatre 11, One Act Play Festival 11, Girls Soccer 9

“Open up your plans and damn you’re free, look into you heart and you’ll find love.” - Jason Mraz

Dan Schuck
117 Amberly Road
Environmental Club 11, Hockey Club 9-11, Golf 10

“Quality over quantity.”

Jed Seckinger
16 Wheelwright Lane
What’s good, man?

Sarah Segner
108 Colwick Road
Book Club West II-12, Stage Crew 9-11, LION’S ROAR 9-10, Pit Orchestra 9, Multimedia Club 9-11, Photography Club 12, Class One Acts 9-10, One Act Play Festival 9-10, Spring Musical 9-10, Theatre Workshop 9-12, French NHS 10-12, International Thespians Society 11-12, NHS 11-12, PVAS II-12

“If music be the food of love, play on...” - William Shakespeare

Justin Serabo
French Club 10

Saagar Seth
108 South Mansfield Blvd.
Chess Club 9-12, Mock Trial Team 10-12, Ping Pong Club 12, Rotary Interact 10, Science Club II-12, Ultimate Frisbee II-12, NHS II-12, Spanish NHS 10-12, Boys Soccer 9, Boys Tennis 9-12

“I am an educated fool, so I don’t know what it is I’m supposed to do” - Iron Maiden

Chandini Sharma
1915 Chapel Avenue West
Class Government II-12, African-American Culture Club 9-12, Asian Culture Club 12, Latinos at West 9-10, House Office Aide 12, Girls Lacrosse 2

“Goodbye West classmate! Going to miss everyone.”

Trevor Sharpe
227 Chelten Parkway
Hockey Club 9-10, Varsity Club 12, Boys Basketball 9, Golf 10-12, Boys Soccer 9-12
“Sometimes the bear gets you, but this time it just got a nibble, now you must go kill the bear.” - Will DiMedia

Hedra Shokry
344 Monroe Avenue
Trainer’s Aide 12, Football 9-12

Shosannah Sizet
1245 Cardinal Lake Drive
Stage Crew 9, LION’S ROAR 11-12, Photography Club 10, Girl’s Track 9
“Everybody has a photographic memory; some people just don’t have enough film.”

Jenny Smierciak
134 Keats Place
DECA 12, Guidance Office Aide 12, Girls Basketball 9-12, Girls Soccer 9-12, Girls Track 9-12, Volleyball 9-12
“Think only of the best, work only the best, and expect only the best. Give so much time to the improvement of yourself that you have no time to criticize others.” - Christian D. Larson

Alyssa Smith
455 East Chapel Avenue
NJ REBEL 10, Red/Purple Ribbon 11-12, Guidance Office Aide 9-12
“All our dreams can come true if we have the courage to pursue them.”

Maria Smith
334 Oak Avenue
Italian Club 9, Red/Purple Ribbon 9, Girls Volleyball 9
“Look at life on the bright side”

LeeAnn Still
1923 Chapel Avenue
Girls Basketball 9-12, Girls Track 9-12

Nick Still
409 Park Place Drive
Class Government 10-12, Mr. West Pageant 12, Baseball 9-12

Hannah Swiss
8Aaron Court
Spanish NHS 10-12, Main Office Aide 12

Jaclyn Terranova
36 School Lane
Book Club West 10-12, Italian Club 9-12, Fall Play 11, Lab Theatre 9, Spring Musical 11, Theatre Workshop 9-12, Italian NHS 11-12, NHS 11-12
“Curiosity is insubordination in its purest form.” - Alexander Skarsgard

John Truscott
124 Fox Chase Lane
Habitat for Humanity 10-12, DECA 11-12, NHS 11-12
“Got no time for spreading roots, the time has come to be gone. And to our health we drank a thousand times, it’s time to ramble on.” - Led Zeppelin

Denise Tsang
42 James Run
Lighting Crew 9, Sound Crew 10, Stage Crew 9-12, Asian Culture Club 9-12, Environmental Club 10-12, Latin Club 9-11, Ping Pong Club 12, Ultimate Frisbee 11-12, Class OneActs 9-12, Fall Play 9-12, Mr. West Pageant 9-12, OneAct Play Festival 9-12, Spring Musical 9-12, Theatre Workshop 9-12, International Thespian Society 10-12, National Latin HS 9-12, PWAS 11-12, Boys Volleyball (manager) 9-12, Girls Volleyball

Shayla Valentin
200 Barlow Avenue
AFJROTC Drill Team 9-10, AFJROTC 9-10, GSA 9-10, Latinos at West 11, Red/Purple Ribbon 9-12, PWAS 11, Library Aide 12
“A friend is someone who will bail you out of jail. A best friend is the one sitting next to you saying, ‘Boy that was fun.’” - The Maugles

Nick Versace
222 Cambridge Road
Wrestling 9-12
“Dream as if you’ll live forever. Live as if you’ll die today.”

Erica Wallace
170 Sheridan Avenue
Project Graduation 12, A-Chord 12, African-American Culture Club 11-12, Dance 11-12, Rotary Interact 12, Mr. West Pageant 11
“Let the madness in the music get to you. Life ain’t so bad at all. If you live it OFF THE WALL!” - Michael Jackson

Bobby Waldner
1000 Haral Place
Men of Note 10-12, Boys Swimming 9-12
“If you’re an adventurer you go to the top”

Jane Sosi
93 Knoellwood Drive
SGO 10-12, A-Chord 9, Dance 9-12, Italian Club 9-12, Fall Play 9, DECA 11-12, Italian NHS 11-12, Guidance Office Aide 12, Main Office Aide 9, Cheerleading 9-12
“Floating in circles there’s more to remind you of less. Forget your politics for a while, let the color schemes arrive.”

Matt Stevens
119 Greensward Lane
Lighting Crew 9-12, Sound Crew 9-12, Stage Crew 9-12, French Club 10-12, Children’s Show 9-11, Class OneActs 9-12, Fall Play 9-10-12, Lab Theatre 9-10, Mr. West Pageant 9-12, OneAct Play Festival 9-12, Spring Musical 9-12, Theatre Workshop 9-12, “Backstage is where high tech meets low life.” - Dan Balcum

Anthony Stewart
108 Valley Run Drive
A-Chord 10-12, DECA 9, Football 9, Boys Tennis 12, Wrestling 9-12
“Then wear the gold hat, if that will move her; If you can bounce high, bounce high for her too. Till she cry ‘Lover, gold-hatted, high-bouncing lover, I must have you!’” - Thomas Parke
Morgan Wallace
800 Park Blvd.
Class Government 10-12, A-Chord 9-11, Fermata 9-12, African-American Culture Club 9-12, Dance 9-12, Spanish Club 10, Children’s Show 9-12, Class One Acts 9-12, Mr. West Pageant 9-12, Theatre Workshop 9-12, NHS 11-12, PWAS 11-12, Spanish NHS 10-12
“I can do all things through Christ that strengthens me.” -Philippians 4:13

Steve Waskick
82 Howard Road
Symphonic Band 9-12, Habitat for Humanity 10, Latin Club 9-11, Boys Soccer 9-12, Boys Track 9-12, Wrestling 9-10
“Don’t take life too seriously, you’ll never get out alive” -Vladimir Nabokov

Danielle Watson
333 Whitemarsh Way
Class Government 9-12, Book Club West 11-12, PWAS 9, Girls Basketball 11

Ashly Weingart
book Club West 12, Stage Crew 9, LION’S ROAR 9-12, VISIONS 9-12, Fashion Design Club 10, GSA 9-10, Spanish Club 9-12, Lab Theatre 10, One Act Play Festival 10-12, Spring Musical 10
“See yourself in others. Then whom can you hurt? What harm can you do?” -Buddha

Alex Weiss
404 Tanforan Drive
Jazz Ensemble 10-12, Pit Orchestra 10-12, Mock Trail Team 12, Ping Pong Club 12, Science Club 11-12, Ultimate Frisbee 11-12, NHS 11-12, PWAS 11-12
“Success is not final, failure is not fatal, it is the courage to continue that counts.” -Winston Churchill

Eric Werner
DECA 9, Boys Cross Country 9-10, 12, Boys Track 9-11, Winter Track 9-11
“Don’t let something you want done get in the way of what you got to get done.”

Emily Weston
115 Warfield Road
RAMPANT 9-12, Red/Purple Ribbon 10, Rotary Interact 11, DECA 12, PWAS 11-12, Spanish NHS 11-12, Girls Lacrosse 10-11, Girls Tennis 11-12
“Sometimes happiness doesn’t come from money, fame or power. Sometimes happiness comes from good friends, family and the quiet nobility of leading a great life.” -Peyton Sawyer

Connor Widerman
368 Bortons Mill Road
LION’S ROAR 9-11, Spanish Club 12, DECA 11-12, NHS 11-12, Boys Soccer 9-12, Boys Track 9-12
“Champions aren’t made in gyms. Champions are made from something deep inside them - a desire, a dream, a visions.” -Muhammad Ali

Charles Wilmer
1200 Princess Road
DECA 9-12, Boys Lacrosse 9-12, Boys Soccer 9-12
“Only trust as far as you can spit.” -New Amsterdams

Stefani Williams
747 Hedy Avenue
Book Club West 12, Stage Crew 9-10, Italian Club 9-12, Class One Acts 10-12, Spring Musical 12, Theatre Workshop 10-12, Library Aide 11, Girls Cross Country 9, Girls Track 9
“CHB”

Yaacov Wittman
28 Ivy Lane
Book Club West 12, Chess Club 9-12, Certamen 9-12, Latin Club 9-12, Mock Trial Team 10-12, Ping Pong Club, Science Club 11-12, Ultimate Frisbee 11-12, National Latin HS 9-12, NHS 11-12, Boys Tennis 9-10
“You don’t need a weatherman to know which way the wind blows.”

Kimy Wright
107 Wesley Avenue
Italian Club 9-12, Art Aide 12, Girls Lacrosse 10-11, Girls Tennis 9
“You just lost the game.”

Jennifer Yoo
Stage Crew 9-12, Asian Culture Club 9-10, Environmental Club 10-11, French Club 9-10, Children’s Show 9-12, Class One Acts 9-11, Fall Play 9-11, One Act Play Festival 9-11, Spring Musical 9-11, Theatre Workshop 9-12, French NHS 10-12, International Thespian Society 9-12, NHS 11-12, PWAS 11-12, Guidance Office Aide 12

Cristine Yumang
215 Avon Road
ASPECTS 9-10, VISIONS 11-12, Wire Choir 12, Asian Culture Club 9-12, Rotary Interact 11-12, NHS 11-12, PWAS 9-10, Girls Tennis 11-12

John Zampitella
341 Cherry Hill Blvd.
DECA 9-11, Boys Cross Country 9-10, Boys Lacrosse 10-12, Winter Track 9-11
Lisa Zappendy
288 Harvest Road
GSA 9-11, Rotary Interact 12, Gym Aide 10
“Imperfection is beauty, madness is genius, and its better to be absolutely ridiculous than absolutely boring.”
Michael Giampetro

Mike,

We are so proud to have such a sincere and honest son in our lives. May all your dreams come true as you enter your college years! Congratulations!

Love, Dad, Mom, and Matt

Davis Fieldman

It has been a joy watching you grow into a young man of excellence.

We love you.
Mom, Dad & Rachel

Lauren Brown

Thomas Dove

You make us proud every day!

Enjoy these moments.
Today is the first day of the rest of your life!

We love you!
Mom, Dad, Steve & Kate
Our girl has changed in the blink of an eye,
We see now a young lady and almost cry.
It was just yesterday that we were teaching ABCs,
And putting band-aids on all her skinned knees.
But now she needs us for different things,
And we know we must let her spread her wings.
As you continue life's journey,
Take it in stride.
And remember you'll always be Your family's pride.

Love,
Nana & Pop-Pop, Dad, Kyle, Uncle Jeff, Aunt Robin, Uncle Sean, Brett & Brooke
Cindy Cave

Cindy

Congratulations!!!

We are so proud of you!

May all of your dreams come true.

Always keep your great sense of humor!

We know you will do great things! : )

We Love You,

Mom, Dad,
Jeffrey & Andrew
Cindy Cave

Congratulations, you did it!

Words cannot express how proud we are of you.
We wish you happiness and success always.

We Love You,
Grandmom & Poppy

Natalie Marie Gibson

...where did the time go?
You have turned into a beautiful
young woman. We are so very proud
of you. You are a compassionate,
caring, witty, intelligent and beautiful
person. We know you will do well in
what ever you choose. Go get 'em!
Love you,
Dad, Mom & Tim
Britni,

You're just too good to be true, can't take our eyes off of you...

Wishing you all the happiness and success you've earned and well deserve!

We are so proud of you.
All of our love,

Mom, Dad, and Ryan
Kylie Dougherty

Kylie,

We are so proud of you and all your accomplishments over the years. We cannot wait to see the pictures that have yet to be taken!

Good luck - the sky's the limit!

Love,
Mom and Dad
Erika Badekas

Congratulations Erika you did it!

We wish you the best of luck in everything you do. You have achieved so much and there is so much more to come. You have been our bright and shining star...

We love you.
Meghan. Demetri. Nicole. and Dylan.

Vincent Carbone

You have always demonstrated intelligence, courage, integrity, fairness and calm. These attributes will take you far in life.

Enjoy lifes journey!

We love you!
Mom & Dad

What are you? A LION
Cindy Cave

Cindy,

I always thought you were a remarkable little girl. You've turned into a dynamic person who inspires others to believe in good things. You're the kind of person everyone likes to be around and you know who you are. Your down-to-earth, fun loving nature puts others at ease. Even if you weren't my niece, I would still think you were pretty amazing. I want you to know I'm very proud of you.

Love,
Aunt Denise & Uncle Art

Keep reaching for the stars and don't give up!
EMILY WESTON

Em,

We are so proud of you. You have accomplished so much and there is so much more to come! Always remember to follow your heart and you will achieve your dreams.

Love,

Mom, Dan, Max and Pancho

Samantha Kresz

Dear Samantha,

As you start this new chapter in your life, we want you to know how proud we are of you and all of your accomplishments. Congratulations Honey,
You Did It!!

Now it is time for you to shine and embrace all that life has to offer. Stay true to yourself Samantha, because you are Amazing! We love you very much. You will always be our "Little Princess".

With Much Pride and Love,

Dad, Mom, Matthew and Max....Hugs and Kisses
Alannah Pousatis

May today's dreams be tomorrow's dreams come true, and may all you've learned give you confidence to be all you can be.

Love,
Mommy, Daddy, and Sheelagh

Cindy Cave

Way to Go Cindy! Congratulations! We knew you could do it!

We Love You!
Aunt Dorothy & Harry

Kyle Muse

Kyle,
Fun loving, kind, considerate and cool are words that describe you.
Find something to be passionate about and you will achieve your dreams.

Congratulations!
Love, Mum, Dad and Robyn
Chris Hillman

Your teams are your passion...
Phillies, Eagles, Flyers,
Carusi Mustangs, West Lions...

Living that same passion in all you do
will lead you to success and
happiness!
Love, Mom and Dad

Samantha A. Cheafsky

Sammie,

We are so proud of you and look forward
to what your future brings. You control your
destiny and can make anything happen if you
want it bad enough! You have many guardian
angels on your shoulders and all of your
family here to offer our love and support!

We Love You,
Mom, Dad & Andrew
KEITH MAILAHN

CONGRATULATIONS KEITH!
YOU DID IT!
WE ARE ALL PROUD OF YOU!
DAD, CINDY, JEFF, STEPH, RYAN and CARA
GOOD LUCK CLASS OF 2010

Sandy Ngoc Huynh

Continue to reach for the stars
and never stop smiling!
Love, your family and all who adore you.

Catherine McKinstry

Congratulations to Our Special Surprise!
Your beautiful smile has brightened our lives.
We are so very, very proud of you!

Love,
Mom, Dad and Jackie

247
Dennis Palma

PupPup,
You are the Light of our lives and our Shining Star....... We love you, believe in you and hope all your Dreams Come True....... Congratulations, Graduate 2010!!!

Love,
MomMom and Mommy
xoxoxoxo

Kristi Marie Fanelli

PK,
You continue to make us proud every day!
Keep up the great work and good luck conquering your throne.

Love,
Mom and Dad

Andrea Horn

Andrea,

CONGRATULATIONS!
WE LOVE YOU!!
MOM, DAD and KENNY

Alex (Wolfie) Burkholder

Congratulations!
We're so proud of you and all of your accomplishments.
May all your dreams come true.

Love,
Mom, Dad and Derek
JACLYN TERRANOVA

Strong, Independent, Confident
Always the leader, not the follower.

You've grown into your own unique person. We are all proud of you.

As you move forward in life, may there always been another mountain for you to climb and may you always choose to dance.

Love,
Mom

Michael Deshon Belmonte

Go confidently in the direction of your dreams.
Live the life you have imagined-
(Henry David Thoreau)

These 18 years with you have been so much richer than we could have imagined. As you pursue your dreams your original fan club will continue to cheer you on.

With Love and Pride,
Mom and Dad
Eric Farmer

We are so proud of you and we can't wait to see what you accomplish next.
Love Mom, Dad & Jenny

Brittany Del Rocini

You've grown into a beautiful young woman. We are so proud of you. Keep up the good work.
We love you!
Dad, Mom, Gary, Alexis, Pop, & Aunt Deb

Chelsea Feast

May life bring happiness and all you deserve. We are very proud of your accomplishments!
All our love,
Dad & Kathy
Jake,

Congratulations!

We have watched you grow from an adventurous little boy to a courageous young man. We are so proud of you!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Zach, Cory & Max
Wow! The years just flew by...You have grown into such a beautiful and loving young lady. You make me so proud. Continue to be strong & always follow your dreams! From a gymnast to a diver- what's next? Congratulations & much suerte to you! I love you very much.

Mommy

(Daddy will always be with you)

You did it girly girl. We are so proud of you. Remember to always keep your head up high, and if you shall fall, get back up and keep moving on.

Love Your Brother Bruce, Christina and baby C
Anthony Barbera

You're the best...
and the best is yet to come.

Congratulations to you and The Class of 2010

Love You!
We are so proud of you,
Mom, Dad, Bob, Kate, Brian
Cheech & Cookie too

Craig Joseph Cooper

Congratulations! We are very proud of your hard work & accomplishments over the years. We love you & are lucky to have you as a son/brother!

Love,
Dad, Lisa, Ashley & Madison

Daniel Schuk

Congratulations as your graduate from high school and move on to college. We are so proud of your accomplishments and the young man you have become. Enjoy this time...it only comes once!

Love, Mom, Dad, Connor and Carrie
Joseph Kavanagh

Joe,
The years have passed by so quickly as we watched with pride as you grew into a wonderful young man. Our lives are blessed by your love and your laughter. You are intelligent, kind and motivated young man. Follow your dreams and always be happy. We wish you a lifetime of happiness and success.
Love Mom, Dad and Sarah
Danielle Alexa Calogero

Danielle,

We are so proud of you! You are beautiful inside and out and you have a bright future ahead of you! We love you!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Joey, Grandmom, Grandpop, Nana, Pop, & Zucko

Nicholas N. Lalwani

Follow your dreams, never lose track of who you are and know the possibilities are endless. Congratulations and God bless you. We are so proud of you and we know you will be successful.
Love, Mom, Dad & Sarah

Jennifer Caruso

Jennifer,
You grew up so fast, where did the time go. Yesterday you were graduating from nursery school, today you are graduating from high school. We are so proud of you. Reach for the stars. We love you,
Mom, Dad, Ryan & Ginger
Congratulations Jenn Stone

 Always my little soldier.
 I am so proud of you.
 Love you forever.
 Mom
 Congratulations CHHSW class of 2010.

Matthew Morrison

Andrew Joseph Rinaldi

Congratulations Andrew - we are so proud of you.
Remember you can do anything you set your mind to - follow those dreams! We love you.
Love, Mom and Dad, Joey and Brianna

Trevor Sharpe

It seems like only yesterday that we brought you home, but it has been 18 unforgettable years. The time has flown, but our pride in you has only grown. From your boundless energy as a toddler, to the fine young man you have become, it has been our pleasure to watch you grow. You are completely prepared for your next challenge. Always let your reach exceed your grasp.

We love you,
Mom, Dad & Bob
Christine Arnold

We know you are a winner . . .
not just because of how well you
succeed in so many things you
do . . . but in the very gentle and
loving person you are and how very
much you mean to us and so many
others!!!

You never walk alone . . . for you
are always in our heads and our
hearts! We are always here for
you!!!

With love and pride for the young
woman you are and the fortune of
what your future holds,

Our love always,

Mom, Dad, Matt,
Nana, Poppy & "Chessie"
Marissa Lynn Hart

As you enter the next chapter in your life, please know that we are here for you now, and we will always be here for you as your greatest fans. We fully appreciate your earnest and uncompromising effort to achieve in all your endeavors. Supporting you has been so easy. Your future is bright and we are excited for you. We love you and are so proud.

Love, Mom, Dad, Sean, Noelle, and Sunni

John Fox

Just yesterday you were our little boy and now you have grown into a wonderful young man. God has blessed you with many special talents. We are proud of you and know you can do anything you desire.

Love, Mom, Dad & Christine
Jennifer Rivard

Congratulations!
From Mom and Dad

Jeffrey Resnick

You have accomplished many things and made us so proud! Use your talents well and look forward to a promising future!
Congratulations!
Love,
Mom and Dad

Patrick C. Ream

Patrick:
"It is better to deserve honors and not have them than to have them and not to deserve them."
-MARK TWAIN

Here's to all the honor you've brought to us in just being you!
Best wishes for a bright future.

LOVE,
Mom, Dale, Dan & Allyssa

BRITTANY MOORE

From a little girl we have watched you grow into a very special person. Continue to be who you are and you will have a lifetime of happiness and success. We are very proud of you! Congratulations!!

Love,
Mom, Brandon, Dad and Sarah
Rebecca MacLeon

We are so proud of all that you have done. We know that you are on your way to do even more great things in life!

Love from your family,
Mom, Dad, Ted, and Sam

Allyson Mitidieri

To our little lady with the heart of a lion . . .

May all of your life's races be personal bests!
Now it's time for the next big splash!

We love you so much!
Dad, Mom, Chris, and Marla

Crissy DeAngelis

Congratulations!
We are, and have always been, proud of you. Keep doing your best and you can go places.
Love, Mom, Dad and big brother Jeff
Our Sweet Courtney,

We are so proud of all of your accomplishments! You've grown into a wonderful, beautiful young lady. Enjoy your college years. Embrace the future and the opportunities in front of you.

All of our love,
Dad, Mom and Melissa

Go confidently in the direction of your dreams. Live the life you have imagined.
-Henry David Thoreau

You don't choose your family. They are God's gift to you, as you are to them.
-Desmond Tutu
MATTHEW STAUDER

We are so proud of all you have achieved and the person you have become. You have been faced with many challenges and have handled them all with strength and courage. Your perseverance will take you far. The best is yet to come. May all your dreams come true.

We love you so much!

Congratulations!

Mom, Dad and Chris

MEGHAN SCHMIDT

Congratulations Meghan!

"Live well, learn plenty, laugh often, love much....."

We are so proud of you! Whatever you choose to do - we know you will do with courage and determination.

We love you May May!

Dad, Mom, Frank, Andrea, and Jack
Becca Malaczewski

You have so many special qualities... we know that you are destined to succeed at whatever you set your mind to.

We love you. May all of your dreams come true. Love, Mom & Dad

CRYSTAL CAPECE

Way to go! We are so proud of you. Good luck in college. May all your dreams come true. You are our little princess. Love always, Mom, Dad & Eric

Dana M. Damirgian

Go confidently in the direction of your dreams. Live the life you have imagined.
- Henry David Thoreau

Dana,
You have always had a never-ending desire for learning and experiencing. Your enthusiasm toward it is contagious and you have brought the joy of learning to us all.

We are so proud of your hard work and dedication to not only your studies but your school spirit too.

Make the most of your college experience and continue to keep your love for knowledge.

With all our Love,
Mom, Dad, Lou, and Krista
Mandy,

When you were born this day seemed so far away. The years have just flown by. We watched our beautiful baby girl grow up into a beautiful young woman.

We are very proud of all that you have accomplished and we know that you will continue to reach for the sky in college and achieve your dreams.

As you enter college continue to work hard, follow your heart and the world will be yours.

Love you always,
Mom, Dad and Kyle.
Doug Gilman

We are so proud of you!
We wish you a lifetime of happiness and success. Always follow your dreams and stay happy!

Love, Dad, Mom, Leslie '04, Rachel '07

Alex Weiss

Congratulations Alex!
We are so proud to be your family each and every day...
Celebrate your accomplishments and enjoy the rest of the journey!
Love Always,
Mom, Dad, and Rachel xo...

Michael E. Morgen, Jr.

You have been one of the greatest gifts we could have ever received. Watching you grow to become the person you are now has been a pleasure. Your energy, wit and charm lift the spirits of those around you. Your personality, character and morals will carry you far into the future. We are honored to be your parents, and love you very much. You will always be our little buddy!

Congratulations!

Love, Mom, Dad, Kelsey & Mia
Ray Britton

There are not enough words to let you know how truly proud we are of you, not only today as you graduate, but every day. We have watched you grow from our sweet little boy with a smile that lights up the world, to this incredible, kind, compassionate young man. We wish that all your dreams come true as ours have with you as our son. Be yourself as you go off to college, and remember we are always here for you. Congratulations!

With all of our Love, Today, Tomorrow and Always, Mom and Dad

Congrats little brother, I'm so proud of you! Good Luck at college.
I Love You, Lauren

Steven Washick

No matter where you go, or what you do, always know we are so proud of you!

Believe in yourself and follow your dreams!

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Dave
Sarah Rozov

Sarah, You have grown into a wonderful and determined young woman with many talents. We are so very proud of you! Dream big, stay confident, and you will achieve whatever you set your mind on. We know that you will accomplish many great things.

Love you lots!
Mom, Dad, Daniel & Joshua

Connor Widerman

Be true to your work, your word and your friend.
-Henry David Thoreau

We are very proud of you. You have become a wonderful young man. May your future be filled with all the happiness and joy you have given us.

We love you.
Mom, Dad and Cameron
Kendra Griffith

Kendra,
You are the greatest love of our lives. You bring us so much joy and make us so proud. Your fearfulness, spirit, humor, athleticism, intellect and beauty warm our hearts. We'll miss you so much. Follow your dreams sweetheart.

Love,
Mom, Dad & The Pugs

Kathleen C. Malone

"There is no need to reach high for the stars. They are already within you-just reach deep into yourself."

Kathleen,
You are loved more than you could possibly know.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Nick, Ben and family

"Don't cry because it's over. Smile because it happened."
Alysa West

The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams. ~E. Roosevelt

Always dream big and shoot for the Moon. Even if you miss, you'll land among the stars! We are all so proud of you Danni!

Love,
Dad, Mom, Amanda, Matt, Mike & Anna

Andrew Malik

You're our favorite son. Your accomplishments have been many from Eagle to Swim Captain. We're so proud of the man you've become and look forward to the things you'll do. Good luck in college and study, study, study.

Love always,
Mom & Dad
Katy Bender

Katy, Words can’t express how proud we are of you. May your future be filled with friendship, love, laughter, happiness and success. Believe in yourself the way that we believe in you and nothing is beyond your reach.

All our best at Wagner....Go Lady Lions and Go Seahawks! All our Love Love, Mom, Dad, Hannah, Millie and Belle
Ariel

You have always been independent

At three you wore what you wanted to wear
From Power Rangers to AAU shorts

You played Hockey with the Boys
You played Baseball with the Boys

You are a Warrior with a keen eye and no fear

Your humor is infectious and makes people want
To be near you

You have an inner strength that people feel

As you go on to the adventure of your Life,
Remember you will always be our little girl!

We love you always,
Mom ♡ Dad
Will
Sara Elizabeth Segner

Sarah,
Your intelligence, musical talent, sense of humor, caring personality and compassionate heart make us so proud of you. God has truly blessed us having you in our lives. With your determination and drive, your future in music will soar!!
(Proverbs 3:5-6)
Love Always,
Dad, Mom, and Mom-Mom

Dane Higgins

Dane-
Til Lykke!
Vi Elsker Dig!
Mom, Dad & Alanna
Richard Shane Hafeez

Richard,
You're all grown up and we're so proud of you.
We wish you success and happiness.
Love Mom

Danielle McElveea

Congratulations baby on your accomplishments. We are so proud of you. Follow your dreams, you can do anything with your passion for life. You'll always be "the child" and our Boo.
Love
Mom, Grand, Cody and Dad

HAPPY FEET
DANCE STUDIO

Marjie Major
Owner/Director
856-429-0783
marjodrm@aol.com
www.missmarjie.com

The Lion's Pride Alumni Association would like to congratulate the class of 2010. We wish you a rewarding and healthy future. Remember to keep in touch with your high school friends and never forget your school roots!

www.lionspride.com
Check it out, you are now alumni !!!
Congratulations to the Class of 2010

May all your hopes and dreams come to fruition with hard work, perseverance and dedication.

Remember your home – you will forever be a part of the West Family!

Mr. Coligan   Ms. DiGiacomo
Mrs. Dunmore  Dr. Kosloff
Mr. Papa      Miss Staffin
Mr. Meloche
Jim and Jennifer Arleth
Marla Barr (Class ‘73)
The Bauer Family
The Bendig Family
Diane Benfield, School Counselor
Leo Caspe
Cindy Cave
Jeff and Tara Cave
The Cave Family
The DiBella Family
Joann DiGiacomo
Debra Doughty
Dorothy G. Dunmore
Mr. Steve Ferenzi
The Figurelle Family
Mrs. Maryellen Funaro
Al and Marianne Gargas
Jennifer Gerst
Don and Christine Giampetro
Alyssa Green
Patricia and David Griffith
Joshua C. Hadley

Monica and Pat Holroyd
Xzavier Howard
William and Lisa Kresz
Charlene Kronk
Mrs. Megan Langman
The Lapinski Family
George and Theresa Malik
Charles and Joan McKinstry
Cheryl Melleby
Mr. and Mrs. M. Maurice Owens
Mariah A. Owens ’13
Derrick Owings
The Patton Family
The Pilkington Family
Ray and Robin Powers
Mrs. Michelle Pryor
Ray and Denise Pyle
Lisa (’05), Stephen (’09), and David (’13) Pyle
Meighan Rodriguez
Kyle, Elliott, Alexander and Eliana Roth
The Sharpe Family
Brian, Gilah, and Rachel Sietz
Cliff Singhaus and Terry Hall
Miss Allison Staffin
The Trotmans
Praise Team from St. John Baptist

2010
PURPLE PATRONS
**HEALTH CARE**

The United States draws closer to providing health care for all with the passage of reform bills in both the House and the Senate.

President Obama orders an increase in troops in Afghanistan with a goal of starting to withdraw forces from the country in July 2011.

Haiti's earthquake — with a magnitude of 7.0 — is declared by the United Nations as the worst disaster it has ever confronted. Aid pours in from the United States and around the world.

**EARTHQUAKE IN HAITI**

A University of Utah study finds that texting while driving can be up to six times more dangerous than talking on a phone while driving.

**THEN & NOW:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Price per gallon of gas</th>
<th>Movie ticket price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>$1.26</td>
<td>$5.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>$2.73</td>
<td>$7.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In August, Sonia Sotomayor is sworn in as the Supreme Court’s first Hispanic justice and only third female member in the top U.S. court’s history.

Belgian Prime Minister Herman Van Rompuy is elected the first president of the European Council (EU) under the Treaty of Lisbon.

The H1N1 virus appears to affect teens more than typical flu viruses. Hand sanitizer is a commonplace sight in classrooms and other public spaces.

America honors the lives of 13 innocent victims of a tragic shooting spree at Fort Hood, Texas, in November.

In efforts to make General Motors more economically viable, the company discontinues the Saturn brand and announces plans to phase out its Pontiac division.

Unemployment rate in 2000: 4%
2009: 10%

U.S. population in 2000: 281 million
2009: 305 million

Facebook users 2000: 0
2009: 350 million
The number of first-time visitors to food shelves surges, as families cope with the economic recession. Food banks report that demand is up 30 percent on average.

The Armed Forces Network broadcasts five NBA games to U.S. troops on Christmas Day. The NBA gives the AFN broadcast rights for free.

Consumers have more alternative fuel options as the number of biodiesel stations continues to grow across the United States.

During October, Breast Cancer Awareness Month, pink products are everywhere: from printers to power tools, snowboards to golf balls, blow dryers to water bottles.
Students protest the University of California's 32 percent tuition increase. Average tuition is up 4.4 percent for private four-year colleges and up 6.5 percent for public four-year colleges.

Teens are setting an example for their parents, with 56 percent of teens volunteering to support a charitable cause.

**Top Ways to Save Energy**

1. Turn off the lights when no one's in the room.
2. Carry a reusable tote bag when you go shopping.
3. Bike or walk instead of driving.
4. Get a reusable metal water bottle.
5. Unplug and shut down electronic devices when not in use.
6. Buy music online instead of purchasing CDs.
7. Use rechargeable batteries instead of disposables.
8. Replace standard light bulbs with compact fluorescent bulbs.
9. In winter, turn down the heat and wear more layers.
10. In summer, set your air conditioner thermostat to 72° or higher.
Sports

At the Rose Bowl in Pasadena, the top-ranked Alabama Crimson Tide defeats the second-ranked Texas Longhorns to finish the Bowl Championship Series.

Sidney Crosby becomes the youngest captain to host the Stanley Cup as he leads the Pittsburgh Penguins to their third championship and first since 1992.

Team USA heads to Vancouver, British Columbia, for the Winter Olympics. More than 200 athletes represent the United States at the XXX Olympic Winter Games.

The New Orleans Saints beat the Indianapolis Colts 31-17 to win Super Bowl XLIV, their first championship title.

The New York Yankees capture their 27th World Series Championship when they beat the Philadelphia Phillies, four games to two.
Brett Favre retires from retirement to lead the Minnesota Vikings. At 40, Favre continues to rewrite the record books, including the most-consecutive regular-season games.

At the 12th IAAF World Championships in Berlin, Jamaican sprinter and three-time Olympic gold medalist Usain Bolt beats his own 100-meter and 200-meter world records.

Shaun White leads a talented roster for the 2010 Olympic Snowboarding Team that also includes fellow gold medalists Kelly Clark, Hannah Teter, and Seth Wescott.

Minnesota Twins' Joe Mauer becomes only the second catcher in 33 years to win the American League Most Valuable Player Award, finishing first in a near-unanimous vote.

2008 Wimbledon final: Rafael Nadal vs. Roger Federer
Super Bowl XLIII: Steelers 27, Cardinals 23
World Series 2001: Game 7: Diamondbacks 3, Yankees 2
2007 Fiesta Bowl: Boise State 43, Oklahoma 42
2006 Rose Bowl: Texas 41, USC 38

2008 Olympics: 100-meter men's butterfly, Michael Phelps
2009 Big East tournament: Syracuse 127, UConn 117 (6 OT)
Super Bowl XLII: Giants 17, Patriots 14
2002 NBA West finals, Game 7: Lakers 112, Kings 106 (OT)
2005 UEFA Champions League final: Liverpool beats AC Milan
After the release of their fifth studio album, Black Eyed Peas launch The E.N.D. World Tour, with stops in Australia, Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand and Thailand.

Mary Mary's album Praiseworthy reaches No. 1 on Billboard's Christian & Gospel Album Charts, No. 2 on the Top R&B/Hip-Hop Chart and No. 7 on the Billboard Top 200.

Paramore takes home the title of Favorite Rock Band at the MTV's People's Choice Awards. Lead singer Hayley Williams kept in touch by Tweeting with fans throughout the awards program.

Taylor Swift has an amazing year with four CMA Awards and the Grammy for Best Album of the Year.

Glee geeks go wild! Volume 1 of the Glee soundtrack features 17 songs from the hit Fox show about a struggling high school glee club.
Tina Fey’s acclaimed NBC comedy 30 Rock receives a record 22 primetime Emmy Award nominations and wins five, including Best Comedy Series and Best Actor in a Comedy Series (Alec Baldwin).

Reality TV shows like CBS’s Survivor and The Amazing Race continue to draw in viewers of all ages.

A new generation discovers the Fab Four. The Beatles: Rock Band is a smash hit among teens, parents and even grandparents.

New Fox hit TV show Glee takes home the Golden Globe for Best Musical or Comedy Television Series over such veteran shows as The Office, 30 Rock and Entourage.

THE SIMPSONS
After two weeks of limited sold-out shows, 1 million moviegoers submit online requests that cause the nationwide release of *Paranormal Activity*.

Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince raked in the biggest midnight earnings of all time, grossing $22.2 million at the box office.

Sandra Bullock wins the Golden Globe for Best Actress in a Motion Picture—Drama for her performance in *The Blind Side*, based on the true story of Baltimore Ravens football player Michael Oher.
In just 41 days, James Cameron's *Avatar* overtakes *Titanic* to become the highest-grossing movie ever worldwide at $1.859 billion.

This is it, a film about the late Michael Jackson’s tour rehearsals, becomes the world’s highest-grossing concert movie and documentary.

Are you "Team Jacob" or "Team Edward"? "Twihards" around the world swoon over the supernatural love triangle in The Twilight Saga: New Moon.

---

**Then & Now**

**TOP 10 BOX OFFICE HIT MOVIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>2009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td><em>How the Grinch Stole Christmas</em></td>
<td><em>Avatar</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td><em>Cast Away</em></td>
<td><em>Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td><em>Mission: Impossible II</em></td>
<td><em>Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td><em>Gladiator</em></td>
<td><em>The Twilight Saga: New Moon</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td><em>What Women Want</em></td>
<td><em>Up</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td><em>The Perfect Storm</em></td>
<td><em>The Hangover</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td><em>Meet the Parents</em></td>
<td><em>Star Trek</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td><em>X-Men</em></td>
<td><em>The Blind Side</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td><em>Scary Movie</em></td>
<td><em>Alvin and the Chipmunks: The Squeakquel</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td><em>What Lies Beneath</em></td>
<td><em>Monsters vs. Aliens</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Snuggie, the blanket with sleeves, is a runaway hit. The company introduces versions for kids and pets and features designer styles in a fashion show.
Graphic tees, worn alone or paired with zip-front hoodies, are a comfortable way to make a style statement, promote your favorite band and express your individuality.

Top 10 Fashion Trends
1. Skinny jeans
2. Big '80s shoulders
3. Over-the-knee boots
4. Graphic tees
5. Hoodies
6. Animal prints
7. Rachel Roy bags
8. Ripped jeans
9. '90s grunge
10. Flared jeans
LIFESTYLE

Quinceañeras, the Latin American culture's coming-of-age celebration on a girl's 15th birthday, are becoming larger and more elaborate like Sweet 16 parties.

More than half (55 percent) of Americans ages 12-17 use social networking websites.

Now you can carry a whole library in a device the size of a hardcover. Consumers crave readers like Amazon's Kindle and the Sony Reader.

In January 2010, teen employment rates hit a record low of 26.2 percent due to a lack of entry-level jobs available at the minimum wage.

TEEN EMPLOYMENT

Pass the potatoes, please. Busy families are cutting back on expensive take-out meals and making time to sit down together for healthier, home-cooked family dinners.
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